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Tailor Made Holidays is an independent Tour 
Operator established in 1995, we have over 70 
years’ experience between us in designing holidays 
worldwide.

www.tailormadeholidays.co.uk

Drawing on first-hand knowledge we take pride in creating bespoke 
holidays for individuals, couples, and multi-generational family travel, 
essentially focusing on authentic experiences in arranging the perfect 
holiday.

Tailor-made from beginning to end, our team will ensure that your next 
adventure, whatever the destination will be beyond expectations.

Tailor Made Holidays is fully ATOL protected providing you peace of mind 
that your holiday is secure.
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POPULATION
With a population of 24.6 million 
(2017) Australia is the only nation to 

govern an entire continent, and is the sixth 
largest country in the world in land area. 
The majority of Australians live on the coast 
and in major cities, and around 75 percent 
of Australia’s population lives in urban areas.

LANGUAGE
English is the major language of 
Australia. With Australia’s diverse 

population, Southern World has access 
to Driver/Guides and Guides who speak 
Spanish, Portuguese, German, Italian and 
several other languages.

ENTRY VISAS FOR 
AUSTRALIA
If you are planning a holiday visit or 
a short business trip to Australia, 

you will need to apply for either a visa or an 
ETA (Electronic Travel Authority). Please go 
to the website www.border.gov.au and click 
on the links. 

GOODS & SERVICES 
TAX (GST)
A Goods and Services Tax (GST) 
of 10% applies to all services, and 

all rates quoted are inclusive of this tax in 
Australia. The prices displayed in Australia 
on retail items will already include this tax. 

TIME DIFFERENCES 
AND DAYLIGHT 
SAVINGS

Australia’s East Coast is 10 hours ahead 
of GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) during 
Standard Time, the months of April to 
September each year. During Standard Time 
there are 3 time zones within Australia.The 
East Coast (Tasmania, Victoria, ACT, New 
South Wales, Queensland) is 30 minutes 
ahead of middle Australia (South Australia, 
Northern Territory) and 2 hours ahead of 
Western Australia.

Daylight Savings operates between early 
October and early April each year, but 
doesn’t operate in every State and Territory 
in Australia. Instead of 3 time zones, there 
are 5 time zones. The East Coast excluding 
Queensland, is 11 hours ahead of GMT,  
still 30 minutes ahead of South Australia,  
1 hour ahead of Queensland, 1.5 hours 
ahead of the Northern Territory and 3 
hours ahead of Western Australia.  
Confused yet? So are we!!

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
During public and bank holidays, 
most restaurants and cafes add a 

10-15% surcharge on top of your total bill. 
This does not apply to pre-booked meals 
organised by Southern World. 

To see what the public holidays are in each 
State and Territory in Australia please go to 
the website www.australia.com/en/planning/
australian-public-holidays.html

TOURISM AUSTRALIA LINKS
�  Tourism Australia for industry   
 www.tourism.australia.com

�  Tourism Australia for Consumers 
 www.australia.com

EVENT CALENDARS  
THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA
�  Brisbane, Cairns and Queensland 
 www.queensland.com/en-in/events

�  Sydney and New South Wales  
 www.sydney.com/events  
 or www.visitnsw.com/events

� Melbourne and Victoria   
 www.visitvictoria.com/events

�  Hobart and Tasmania  
 www.discovertasmania.com.au/what-to- 
 do/events

� Adelaide and South Australia  
 www.southaustralia.com/things-to-do/ 
 whats-on

� Darwin, Uluru, Alice Springs and  
 the Northern Territory  
 www.northernterritory.com/things-to-do/ 
 festivals-and-events

� Perth, Broome and Western   
 Australia  
 www.westernaustralia.com/au/Things_to_ 
 See_and_Do/Events/Pages/events.aspx#/

HELPFUL LINKS & 
EVENT CALENDARS 
Here’s some helpful links to assist 

you and your clients in planning their vacation 
to Australia

HELPFUL INFORMATION
AUSTRALIA
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To convert the temperatures in Celcius above to Fahrenheit, (C x 1.8) + 32 = F, where C is the temperature in degrees Celsius and F is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.

CLIMATE
The southern parts of Australia 
have four distinct seasons, and are 

the opposite of those in the northern 
hemisphere. When it is winter in Europe 
and North America, it is summer in 
Australia. You will hardly see snow, apart 
from the mountainous regions in eastern 
Victoria and southern New South Wales. 
Australia’s north is in the tropics. There 
are two seasons, the dry and the wet, 
and both have high temperatures all year 
round. The centre has a typical desert 
climate with hot days and cold nights, 
which can be freezing in winter.

For today’s weather throughout Australia, 
go to the Australian Government’s  
Bureau of Meteorology website at  
www.bom.gov.au

TRAVEL TIMES BY AIR
Many visitors are unaware of the size of Australia, and the flight times involved when travelling throughout the 
country. When time is limited, we recommend that your clients fly between major cities.

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE WINTER SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN
(In Celsius) JUN - AUG SEP - NOV DEC - FEB MAR - MAY

 MAX - MIN MAX - MIN MAX - MIN MAX - MIN

Adelaide 16 | 8 21 | 13  28 | 17  22 | 12

Alice Springs/Ayers Rock  20 | 5   30 | 14  35 | 25  27  | 12

Brisbane/Gold Coast  21 | 10 26 | 15 29 | 20  25 | 16

Cairns/Port Douglas  26 | 17 29 | 20 31 | 23 28 | 21

Canberra  12 | 1 19 | 5 27 | 12 20 | 7

Darwin   30 | 21 32 | 25 32 | 25 31 | 24

Hobart  12 | 4 16 | 7 21 | 11 17 | 9

Melbourne 14 | 6 19 | 9 24 | 13 20 | 10

Perth  18 | 9 22 | 12 29 | 17 24 | 14

Sydney 18 | 8 22 | 13 28 | 18 22 | 14

CITY Adelaide Alice 
Springs

Ayers  
Rock Brisbane Cairns Darwin Hobart Melbourne Perth Sydney

Adelaide - 2h 10m 2h 20m 3h 3h 35m 1h 45m 1h 15m 3h 15m 1h 50m 2h 10m

Alice 
Springs 1h 55m - 55m v/ SYD 2h 5m 1h 55m v/ MEL 2h 35m 3h 5m 2h 55m

Ayers Rock v/ ASP 45m - v/ SYD 2h 30m v/ ASP v/ SYD 2h 40m 2h 30m 3h

Brisbane 2h 40m v/ SYD v/ SYD - 2h 20m 4h 2h 45m 2h 20m 5h 15m 1h 30m

Cairns 3h 10m 2h 15m 2h 45m 2h 10m - 2h 30m v/ SYD 3h 15m v/ BNE 2h 50m

Darwin 3h 25m 2h v/ ASP 3h 45m 2h 25m - v/ SYD 4h 10m 3h 45m 4h 15m

Hobart 2h v/ MEL v/ SYD 2h 35m v/ SYD v/ SYD - 1h 10m v/ MEL 1h 50m

Melbourne 1h 20m 2h 50m 3h 2h 5m 3h 20m 4h 20m 1h 10m - 4h 5m 1h 20m

Perth 2h 50m 2h 45m 2h 20m 4h 25m 4h 20m 3h 35m v/ MEL 3h 25m - 4hrs

Sydney 2h 10m 3h 15m 3h 25m 1h 30m 3h 4h 25m 1h 50m 1h 30m 4h 45m -

v/ SYD - Via Sydney      v/ ASP - Via Alice Springs     v/ MEL - Via Melbourne     v/ BNE - Via Brisbane
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- SYDNEY -

Seated majestically on one of the 
world’s most beautiful harbours, 

Park Hyatt Sydney is within walking 
distance to the city’s vibrant dining and 
entertainment precincts. The majority 
of the 155 guestrooms and suites offer 

private balconies that overlook the 
Sydney Opera House and Harbour 

Bridge. Unrivalled views, private boat 
access and a dedicated butler service 

provide travellers a quintessential 
Sydney experience. 

� MAP 45

PARK 
sydney

HYATT
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- SYDNEY -

See Sydney at its best - take the Climb 
of Your Life with BridgeClimb Sydney. 

From dawn until dusk, the view is always 
different. Climbs are available at dawn 
(limited departures), by day, twilight or 
night. Don’t miss this unforgettable, and 

uniquely “Sydney” experience.

� MAP 52

BRIDGECLIMB
SYDNEY
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- SYDNEY -

Sydney’s best located five-star hotel 
overlooking Sydney Harbour in the CBD. 

Four Seasons Hotel Sydney features 
531 stylish guest rooms and suites, new 

exclusive Lounge 32 for Club guests, 
Grain whisky and cocktail bar, modern 

Australian cuisine at MODE kitchen & bar, 
24-hour fitness centre, day spa, outdoor 
heated pool and a dozen event spaces.

� MAP 43

FOUR 
hotel SYDNEY

SEASONS
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- SYDNEY -

Step inside the theatres and foyers that 
bring to life over 1,800 performances each 
year. Learn how Jørn Utzon’s vision came 
into existence, and capture photographs 
from rare vantage points. Choose from a 

variety of one or two hour tours, and dining 
options that capture the best that the 

Opera House has to offer. 

� MAP 57 

OPERA
sydney

HOUSE
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Sydney Opera House offers a range of packages that merge world 
class performance tickets with a meet and greet service, guided tour, 
and a selection of dining options to create the ultimate Sydney Opera 
House experience. Choose from the Red Carpet Package, featuring a 
3 course meal, tour and performance ticket, the Starry Nights Package 
including tour, tasting plate and performance ticket, or simply the tour 

and performance of the Showcase Package. There’s something for 
everybody at the Sydney Opera House.
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- SYDNEY -

Thousands of people visit Sydney Harbour 
each week. Skip the crowds and see it all 

from a well-appointed 52ft Sydney harbour 
cruiser instead. Revel in the beauty of the 

harbour and its attractions - including 
Darling Harbour, Sydney Opera House 

and Harbour Bridge - and enjoy a leisurely 
‘Cruise Like A Local’ Luncheon Cruise, or 
‘Tea at Sea’ Morning Cruise. Shared and 

private cruising options are available.

� MAP 56

SYDNEY
sensational

CRUISES
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- SYDNEY -

Refreshed and modernised as part of a 
recent redesign, Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel 

Sydney is a 5-star boutique-style hotel 
housed within a stunning heritage-listed 
building in the heart of Sydney. Boasting 

364 stylish guest rooms, highlights include 
free WiFi, convenient fitness facilities,  

a 15-metre indoor pool, award-winning 
restaurant, and their renowned high  

tea offerings.

� MAP 46 

RADISSON
plaza hotel sydney

BLU
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- SYDNEY -

No trip to Sydney is complete without 
witnessing a live performance in its 

most famous building, so prepare for the 
most impressive night you’ve ever had. 
You can dress up (but you don’t have 
to), have a glass of champagne looking 
over the harbour, and enjoy an exciting 

performance in the Sydney Opera House.

� MAP 54

OPERA
AUSTRALIA
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- SYDNEY -

InterContinental Sydney has been at 
the helm of iconic luxury for over thirty 
years, with a history of providing five-star 

personalised service. Widely acclaimed 
as having Australasia’s Leading Executive 
Club Lounge (World Travel Awards, 4th 

consecutive year), take in the 270-degree 
views across Sydney Harbour from  

level 31. Discover a collection of 509  
rooms and suites, world-class facilities, and  
a unique offering of dining outlets including 

the signature restaurant, 117 dining.

� MAP 44 

INTERCONTINENTAL
SYDNEY
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- SYDNEY -

Luxury Small Group Experiences  
For over 25 years, AEA Luxury Tours 
has been providing complete luxury 
small group touring packages across 

Sydney and New South Wales. They’ve 
continually set the benchmark for first 

class itineraries, guides and vehicle 
comfort. Guests benefit from a more 
personalised service, travel in smaller 
vehicles with a maximum 17 guests, 

visit remote destinations and explore 
beautiful wilderness.

Diamond Series  
- Luxury Private Charter Tours 

For guests looking for an exclusive 
experience, the Diamond Series 

specialise in premium, luxury charters. 
Tours provide complete freedom and 

flexibility, and can be tailor-made to suit 
the specific interests of each individual 
guest. Highlight regions include the Blue 
Mountains, Hunter Valley, Port Stephens, 
South Coast, or perhaps experience the 
beautiful Outback & Snowy Mountain 

regions of NSW. The ultimate in  
first class touring.

� MAP 51 

LUXURY
AEA

TOURS
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- SYDNEY  -

Operating for over 22 years, award-
winning Let’s Go Surfing delivers authentic 

surfing lessons, stand-up paddle tours 
& beach walking tours for adventure 
seekers, families, luxury travellers and 

everyone in between. Operating on iconic 
Australian beaches like Bondi in Sydney, 
and Byron Bay on the northern NSW 

Coast, small group sessions (max 5 guests) 
and private lessons run year round. Enjoy 
an exclusive half-day Local Tour for the 

ultimate Bondi experience!

� MAP 53

LET’S GO 
SURFING
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- SYDNEY -

Located in the vibrant inner city village 
of Potts Point, on the edge of the 

Sydney CBD, Spicers Potts Point has a 
distinct urban feel. With 20 rooms and 
suites spread across three meticulously 

restored heritage-listed Victorian terrace 
houses. The hotel is surrounded by 

fashionable shops, cafés and restaurants 
and offers convenient access to Sydney’s 

world class attractions.

� MAP 48

potts point
SPICERS
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- SYDNEY -

Two Feet & a Heartbeat is Australia’s 
largest and most awarded walking tour 
company.  They offer a range of guided 
walking tours focusing on the history, 

culture and art of both Sydney and Perth.

� MAP 50 

TWO
& a heartbeat
FEET
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- SYDNEY -

With stunning views of Sydney’s spectacular 
harbour from all 563 spacious and luxurious 

guest rooms and suites, Shangri-La Hotel 
Sydney brings warm hospitality and luxury 

to the historic Rocks district in the heart of 
this dynamic city. Experience fine dining at the 
award-winning Altitude Restaurant, and enjoy 
panoramic views of the city at Blu Bar, both 

located on Level 36.

� MAP 47 

SHANGRI-LA
sydney

HOTEL
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- NATIONWIDE -

Luxico is Australia’s first ‘Home Hotel’ 
offering VIPs, families, and affluent travellers 

access to Australia’s best villas, estates, 
penthouses and private residences, with 

personal concierge support. A great 
holiday is not limited to just beautiful 
accommodation, but also offers a truly 
unique, behind the scenes experience 
allowing guests to feel “like a local”.  
Their very own personal concierge 
prepares the home for the arrival,  

greets your guests in person, and imparts  
local know-how on the best places to  

eat, drink, shop and play. 

LUXICO
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- SYDNEY -

Come and fly with Sydney HeliTours 
around the magical Sydney Harbour, Blue 
Mountains and surrounds. With a number 
of different flights and packages to choose 
from, a visit to Sydney won’t be complete 
without boarding one of their state of the 

art luxury helicopters for a trip guests 
will never forget.

� MAP 55 

HELI
sydney

TOURS
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WOLGAN
emirates one&only

VALLEY
- BLUE MOUNTAINS -

Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley offers 
the rare opportunity to experience 

true luxury in a spectacular Australian 
bush setting. With a design reminiscent 
of traditional Australian homesteads, 
Wolgan Valley fits seamlessly in to the 

rugged landscape with 40 individual suites, 
each complete with private deck and 

swimming pool. The main homestead offers 
distinctive dining, luxury facilities and the 

stand-alone Timeless Spa features six 
double treatment rooms.

� MAP 41 
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- HUNTER VALLEY -

A luxuriously appointed estate set amongst 
rolling vineyards and native bush land, 

surrounded by the serenity of the vines. 
The estate is an ideal escape for food and 

wine lovers wishing to explore the beautiful 
Hunter Valley wine region. Nestled on eight 
acres of private vineyard, Spicers Vineyards 
Estate is the Hunter Valley’s finest example 
of seclusion and privacy in a luxury setting, 
featuring just 12 suites, Botanica Restaurant 

and Spa Anise day spa.

� MAP 42 

SPICERS
ESTATE

VINEYARDS
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- BYRON BAY -

Set within a stunning 18-hectare 
rainforest, the Byron at Byron strikes 
the perfect balance between relaxed 

luxury and unforgettable service, in one 
of Australia’s most iconic beachside 
locations. Featuring 91 suites, a multi 

award-winning day spa, and a restaurant 
overlooking the stunning rainforest, the 

Byron at Byron is a perfect escape.

� MAP 40

THE
at Byron Resort & Spa 
BYRON
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- LORD HOWE ISLAND -

With Capella Lodge as the luxury base, 
discover the World Heritage site of Lord 
Howe Island. A paradise of rainforests and 
clear warm waters, guests are invited to 
take mountain walks and explore one of 
the world’s southern-most coral reefs. 
Inspired by the carefree spirit of the 

Australian beach house and refreshingly 
off the radar, Capella Lodge brings the 

ultimate castaway escape to life.

� MAP 49

CAPELLA
LODGE
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- NEW SOUTH WALES-

Get to the heart of the real Australia on a 
self-drive adventure that uncovers natural 

beauty, history, local produce and the unique 
wildlife of this spectacular part of Australia. 
Choose from the Coastal Drive or inland 
Heritage Drive, each offering experiences 

that will create a trip of a lifetime.

� MAP 59 

TOURING
sydney Melbourne
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HIDDEN
TOURS

SECRETS

- MELBOURNE -

A contemporary team of guides leads 
guests through Melbourne city’s local 

creative, fashion, coffee and dining 
scenes, mixed with insightful history 

and architectural treasures. Indulge in 
the cultural and sensory essence of this 

intriguing city, with these engaging walking 
tours. Small group sizes, and private 
experiences are available for curious 

travellers. Walk, talk and meet Melbourne.

� MAP 24
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- MELBOURNE -

With 480 rooms and suites, Crown 
Towers Melbourne is situated in the heart 
of Melbourne’s Southbank precinct, and 
is synonymous with elegance and luxury. 
The spectacular views from this riverside 
icon are matched by exemplary service, 
exceptional signature restaurants, the 
exclusive Crystal Club, and stylish bars 

including The Waiting Room. For an 
additional touch of indulgence, Crown Spa 
offers the ultimate in private pampering.

� MAP 20 

CROWN
melbourne

TOWERS
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- MELBOURNE -

Providing luxury private touring around 
Melbourne and the state of Victoria, 

Melbourne Private Tours was inspired 
by a thirst to share the renowned and 
hidden corners of Victoria. They offer 
a range of carefully crafted itineraries, 

allowing individuals, families and groups 
the opportunity to fully customise their 

experience.  The emphasis is on touching, 
tasting, connecting and learning each step 

of the way, with the aim to exceed the 
expectations of the modern traveller. 

� MAP 25 

PRIVATE
melbourne

TOURS
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- MELBOURNE -

Unsurpassed in location, design and 
attention to detail, Park Hyatt Melbourne 

is a haven of luxury in the heart of 
the city. Offering Melbourne’s largest 

guestrooms, each with a king bed, walk-
in-wardrobe and Italian marble bathroom. 

Throughout your stay, experience radii 
restaurant & bar or unwind at Park Club 

Health & Day Spa.

� MAP 21 

PARK
melbourne

HYATT
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- MELBOURNE -

The world’s finest road trip starts in 
Melbourne and the waterfront city of 
Geelong, visiting the food and wine 

region of Bellarine Peninsula and Great 
Ocean Road - including the iconic Twelve 
Apostles. It passes through the seaside 

city of Warrnambool, the majestic nature 
and Aboriginal heritage of Grampians 

National Park and the gold rush history 
and grandeur of Ballarat. An adventure full 
of experiences that will delight and inspire 

every traveller.

� MAP 19

GREAT 
touring route

SOUTHERN
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- MELBOURNE -

All 363 rooms and suites are perched 
35 to 50 floors above the Paris end 
of Collins Street, while conveniently 
located in the heart of Melbourne’s 

luxury retail, dining and theatre precincts. 
Located on level 35, No35 restaurant 

offers an elegant dining experience with 
contemporary artworks, and floor to 
ceiling panoramic views of Melbourne.

� MAP 23 

SOFITEL
the

MELBOURNE
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THE
melbourne

LANGHAM

- MELBOURNE -

The Langham, Melbourne is the city’s 
most luxurious hotel, with a focus for 

excellence in every element of the guest 
experience. Desirably located on the banks 

of the Yarra River at Southbank, this 387 
room hotel overlooks Melbourne’s iconic 
Flinders Street Station. Featuring all of the 
hallmarks of a five star hotel, The Langham, 
Melbourne offers guests an elegant haven 

in which to relax and dine.

� MAP 22
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- DAYLESFORD -

Nestled on pretty Lake Daylesford 
sits the iconic Lake House. Australia’s 

Best Regional Property, Australia’s Best 
Food & Wine Experience, 2 Chefs Hats, 

Australia’s Best Wine List – this is a 
destination for lovers of good food and 
wine. Six acres of gardens surround one 
of Australia’s top restaurants, Salus Day 
Spa, artist studio and cooking school.

� MAP 18 
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- YARRA VALLEY -

Discover Australia’s unique wildlife in a 
bushland haven set in the Yarra Valley wine 
region. Come up close to iconic Australian 
animals. Book an exclusive  experience to 
jump in the water and play with a platypus, 
or join a ranger on a  private guided tour. 
Healesville Sanctuary is also host to an 
Australian Wildlife Health Centre - a 

hospital for native wildlife.

� MAP 61
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CHATEAU
YERING

- YARRA VALLEY -

Chateau Yering Hotel is located in the 
heart of the Yarra Valley, a region offering 
more than just internationally acclaimed 
wine. A luxury boutique 5-star hotel with 
32 individually decorated suites, and an 

award-winning restaurant and café.  
The perfect location to start or  

finish your visit to Victoria. Not just  
a hotel - a destination.

� MAP 60 
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- MARYVALE -

Perched atop a mountain on 10,000 acres in 
Queensland high country, enveloped by the 
World Heritage listed Main Range National 
Park and the Great Dividing Range, Spicers 

Peak Lodge offers an exclusive, intimate 
Australian wilderness lodge experience.  
Part of Luxury Lodges of Australia and  

Relais & Chateaux, this all-inclusive, intimate 
lodge experience offers an abundance of 

unspoilt Australian wilderness to  
experience and admire.
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- BRISBANE -

Australia’s most awarded boutique luxury 
hotel, Emporium boasts 102 beautifully 
appointed and spacious suites, a rooftop 

pool, gym, concierge, Belle Époque 
Patisserie, 24 hour in-suite dining and a 

spectacular cocktail bar. The hotel is also 
conveniently located in Fortitude Valley, 

just minutes to Brisbane’s best sights and 
lifestyle offerings.

� MAP 37
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FISHING
great

of australia
ADVENTURES

- NATIONWIDE -

Great Fishing Adventures of Australia is 
a new group of independently owned 

fishing tourism operators who have come 
together to raise the profile of Australia 

as a world-class fishing destination. 
No matter the season, Australia offers 
enthusiasts the opportunity to indulge 

in their passion and experience some of 
the world’s best fishing amongst naturally 

spectacular and diverse environments.
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- BRISBANE -

Located in the heart of Queen Street Mall 
and only a short walk across to South 

Bank, Next Hotel Brisbane is the perfect 
spot for a city getaway.  Enjoy a sunset 
cocktail at the rooftop Pool Terrace & 

Bar before heading downstairs for dinner 
at Lennons Restaurant. All guests receive 
complimentary WiFi, four free minibar 
items, and access to the Next Lounge.
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QUALIA
- HAMILTON ISLAND -

Situated at the heart of the Great Barrier 
Reef, qualia is nestled in the most pristine 
and secluded position on Hamilton Island. 
Immerse yourself in a relaxed atmosphere 
where everything has been meticulously 
considered to relax the mind, and yet 

completely spoil the senses.

� MAP 36 
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BEACH
CLUB

- HAMILTON ISLAND -

With an absolute beachfront location 
and impeccable service, the recently 
refurbished “adults only” Beach Club 

offers the ultimate romantic island holiday 
experience. Set in landscaped tropical 

gardens, all 57 rooms face directly onto 
Catseye Beach, each with their own 

private courtyard or balcony. Exclusive 
guest facilities include a restaurant, 
lounge, bar and infinity-edge pool.

� MAP 35 
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- CAIRNS -

Adventure North Australia offer 
spectacular cultural tours where you 
experience natural beauty, and learn 

about the ancient culture of the Kuku 
Yalanji Rainforest people of Tropical North 
Queensland. Learn how to throw a spear 

and hunt for seafood. Visit the people 
of the Daintree Rainforest at Mossman 
Gorge Cultural Centre, and experience 
a traditional smoking ceremony. Journey 
deep into the rainforest on a Ngadiku 

Dreamtime Walk.

� MAP 34 
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The Two Day Daintree Dreaming  - Cape 
Tribulation Tour will take guests further 

north, into the heart of the World 
Heritage Daintree National Park to Cape 
Tribulation. See where the reef meets the 
rainforest and enjoy a one hour Daintree 

River Cruise before visiting local Aboriginal 
Artist “Binna”. Learn the stories told 

through Aboriginal painting, and create 
your own souvenir to take home.
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- CAIRNS -

Hartley’s Crocodile Adventures is an eco-
accredited wildlife attraction, restaurant and 
crocodile farm situated between Palm Cove 
and Port Douglas. Visitors can experience 

its Lagoon Cruises, crocodile feeding shows 
and interactive wildlife feeding presentations. 
With koala encounters, kangaroos, wombats, 
reptiles, emus, cassowaries and more, it has 

something to offer every traveller. 

� MAP 32 
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- CAIRNS -

Kuranda Koala Gardens and Birdworld 
Kuranda are both boutique wildlife 
attractions located in the Kuranda 
Village. Koala holding photos are 

available at an additional cost, and there 
are opportunities to feed kangaroos 
and wallabies.  Encounter wombats, 

quokkas, bilbies, rare gliders and more.  
Be surrounded by over 400 friendly 

Australian native and exotic bird species 
in a free flight aviary at Birdworld.

� MAP 32 
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REEF
palm cove

HOUSE

- CAIRNS -

The Reef House is located in the heart 
of Palm Cove, offering a colonial beach 

house ambiance and tranquility with ‘our 
house’ style service. Guests experience 

the charm of yesteryear in tropical luxury, 
and unique experiences such as the 

nightly Brigadier Punch and canapes at 
the pool side Honour Bar.

� MAP 33 
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THALA
nature reserve
BEACH

- PORT DOUGLAS -

Thala Beach Nature Reserve is a 
family owned retreat in Tropical North 

Queensland with 83 deluxe eco-designed 
tree houses offering a peaceful sanctuary 
for nature loving travellers. Thala’s native 
forest provides a habitat for a thriving 

bird and butterfly population. Guests can 
enjoy complimentary guided walks, or just 
explore Thala’s forest trails by themselves.

� MAP 30
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- PORT DOUGLAS -

Experience nature’s finest with Australia’s 
best. With Quicksilver you will find your 
perfect Great Barrier Reef experience. 

Quicksilver’s acclaimed outer reef cruise 
has the widest range of activities for 

swimmers and non-swimmers to enjoy 
from a spacious platform at pristine 

Agincourt Reef. 

� MAP 31
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For the more adventurous, revel in a day 
of diving and snorkelling with Poseidon 
to experience three different Agincourt 
ribbon reef sites. Or if departing from 

Cairns, you can also visit three beautiful 
Outer Reef sites aboard luxury catamaran 

Silverswift. For a more leisurely day, set 
sail aboard Ocean Spirit to the unique reef 

environment of picturesque Michaelmas Cay.
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- PORT DOUGLAS -

The Peninsula Boutique Hotel is the only 
beachfront hotel in Port Douglas. The 

property features 32 one bedroom suites, 
with pool view suites enjoying an outlook 

over landscaped gardens and tropical heated 
pool and spa. The 26 ocean view suites take 
advantage of large balconies overlooking the 
beach. Peninsula Boutique Hotel can offer all 

you need to enjoy a beachside holiday.
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- MOSSMAN -

Silky Oaks Lodge is spectacularly situated 
on the banks of the Mossman River, 

adjacent to the World Heritage listed 
Daintree Rainforest National Park. Part of 
the Luxury Lodges of Australia, Silky Oaks 
Lodge offers 40 Treehouses, all featuring 

wide balconies with hammocks and 
private double spa baths set in the most 

tranquil surrounds.
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- PORT DOUGLAS -

Surrounded by 147 hectares of lush 
tropical gardens, and an 18-hole golf 

course,  the newly transformed Sheraton 
Grand Mirage Resort Port Douglas  

has undergone an extensive $43 million 
revitalisation. All 295 guestrooms 

including 5-star rooms, suites and villas, 
and public areas marry the timeless 

elegance of the original property with 
captivating views of the lagoon pools  

or tropical gardens.
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- GREAT BARRIER REEF -

As the northern most resort on the 
Great Barrier Reef, Lizard Island is truly 

secluded from the rest of the world. 
Add 24 private beaches, and with only 

40 suites and villas, that means a private 
beach for every guest, couple or group. 
The hour flight from Cairns allows you 
to take in the true majesty and scale of 
the reef, and the resort is literally on 

the reef - no long boat rides are needed 
to enjoy one of the greatest natural 

wonders of the world.

� MAP 26 
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- ALICE SPRINGS -

Set against the MacDonnell Ranges, 
DoubleTree by Hilton Alice Springs is a 

deluxe hotel committed to advancement 
in sustainability. All air-conditioned guest 

rooms feature balconies, and facilities 
include a gymnasium, spa and sauna, and 
two tennis courts. Hanuman Restaurant, 

and additional dining options include 
Springs Restaurant and The Deck Bar.
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- NATIONWIDE -

Great Southern Rail operate Australia’s 
Great Train Journeys - The Ghan and The 
Indian Pacific - with the comfort of either 

classic Gold Service, or the modern 
luxuries of Platinum Service. The seasonal 
4 day/3 night Ghan Expedition from April 

to October, travelling from Darwin via 
Katherine, Alice Springs and Coober 
Pedy to Adelaide, includes regionally 

inspired meals, beverages, and Off Train 
Experiences. Discover Australia and 

journey beyond.
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- NATIONWIDE -

There are many magical, unique experiences to 
enjoy in Australia. But for a holiday that really is 
the best of both worlds, you simply can’t go past 
having a knowledgeable Aboriginal guide showing 
a side of Australia that you wouldn’t otherwise 

see. In some cases you’ll be given access to areas 
that remain closed to regular tourists.  

Check out the range of experiences offered by 
the ‘Essential Aboriginal Experiences’ collective 

that have been carefully selected as some of 
Australia’s best.  Search an exciting array of 

accommodation, activities and tours. Options  
include tasting bush tucker, experiencing the 

healing powers of nature, discovering breathtaking 
scenery, meeting artists or taking an art workshop 

yourself to gain a first-hand insight into the 
creation of contemporary Aboriginal art.

ABORIGINAL
DISCOVER

AUSTRALIA
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- ULURU & ALICE SPRINGS -

Come SEIT Outback Australia, and 
discover the real deal in small group 

touring on and off the beaten track. This 
innovative touring company focuses 

on providing clients with the ultimate 
interpretive touring experiences to Uluru, 

Kata Tjuta and beyond with a range of 
shared touring options for a maximum  

of 11 people. Touring is available in  
various languages.
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- ULURU -

At Longitude 131°, a gathering of ‘tents’ 
overlooking Uluru, the vibe is intimate 

and civilised. Discover the World Heritage 
listed wilderness of Uluru-Kata Tjuta on 
a series of guided encounters, and dine 

on contemporary cuisine combined with 
indigenous flavours to create a unique taste 
of Australia. Unparalleled views of Uluru’s 

changing lights play out from the end of the 
bed, or on balconies from the warmth of a 
luxury swag unfurled in the cool night air. 

� MAP 5
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- DARWIN -

Bringing together some of the largest 
Saltwater Crocodiles in Australia & 

boasting the world’s largest display of 
Australian reptiles, Crocosaurus Cove is a 
must see attraction when visiting Darwin.

Home to the Cage of Death; the only 
cage in the world that brings you face to 

face with Saltwater Crocodiles.
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- DARWIN -

Overlooking Darwin Harbour, Hilton 
Darwin offers fabulous esplanade views, 
and an ideal location in the heart of the 
city. The 163 elegant rooms and suites 

are loaded with thoughtful amenities, and 
many have stunning harbour views. Other 

facilities include an outdoor pool with 
poolside dining, and a gymnasium. Enjoy 
a meal featuring fresh local produce at 

Mitchell’s Grill restaurant with innovative 
Australian cuisine.
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- HOBART -

Premier Travel Tasmania invites you to 
be immersed in Tasmania’s rejuvenating 

environment where lush wilderness, 
unique wildlife and engaging history 

are combined with all the comforts of 
modern life. As a specialist tour operator, 

they combine highly experienced tour 
coordinators with local expert guides to 
provide premium small group tours and 
tailor-made private tours. Refresh your 
body and mind with all that a Tasmanian 

adventure has to offer.
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- HOBART -

Islington is renowned for its intimacy 
and highly personalised service. The 

1847 Regency style building has been 
transformed into a multi award-winning 
eleven room urban lodge with views of 

Mount Wellington. Contemporary design 
elements including a two-storey central 
glazed conservatory complement the 

colonial architecture. A fine art collection, 
eclectic mix of antiques and some of 

Tasmania’s best food and wine complete 
this unique experience
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- HOBART -

Par Avion is renowned for its scenic fixed 
wing and helicopter flights into Tasmania’s 

Southwest National Park. This vast and 
special place of extraordinary natural 

values forms part of the internationally 
significant Tasmanian Wilderness World 
Heritage Area. Fly over this remote and 

rugged landscape to experience the 
grandeur of this spectacular wilderness.  Fly 
over historic Port Arthur penal settlement, 

beautiful Maria Island and famous Wine 
Glass Bay for the ultimate view of its white 

sands and turquoise waters.
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SAFFIRE
FREYCINET

- COLES BAY -

Saffire Freycinet is Australia’s leading luxury 
coastal sanctuary on Tasmania’s East Coast. 
Overlooking the Hazards Mountains and 
Great Oyster Bay, Saffire blends mankind  

and the beauty of nature. Featuring 20 
luxurious suites, exclusive day spa, restaurant, 

guest lounge and bar. Unconstrained by 
conventional five-star ratings, Saffire is an 

experience in itself, giving a new perspective 
in this unique environment.  

� MAP 62 
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GREAT
courses of australia
GOLF

- NATIONWIDE -

Australia is a large and diverse continent. 
Its golf courses are just as diverse, 

offering spectacular world-class layouts 
amidst jaw-dropping scenery and typical 

Australian hospitality. Great Golf  
Courses of Australia showcases 

Australia’s greatest courses and private 
clubs, including 7 courses in the World 

Top 100; Barnbougle Dunes, Barnbougle 
Lost Farm, Kingston Heath, New South 
Wales, Royal Melbourne, Royal Adelaide, 
Victoria Golf Club and The National Golf 

Club’s ‘Old Course’.
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Boasting a rich golf heritage, Australia’s collection of 
spectacular golf tracks include works by acclaimed 

golf architects, including Dr Alister MacKenzie. 
From New South Wales to South Australia, 

Queensland to Tasmania, take a voyage down the 
fairways of some of the world’s greatest courses. 
With challenging course layouts and breathtaking 

landscapes, the journey will be unforgettable.
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GREAT
of australia

WALKS

- NATIONWIDE -

Great Walks of Australia is a collection 
of the best premium guided walks in 

Australia. Each of these independently 
owned and guided experiences is 

unique. Together they cover some of 
Australia’s most iconic landscapes – from 

the untamed Tasmanian wilderness to 
the rugged Victorian coastline and the 
volcanic plateaus of Queensland; the 

magnificent outback of South Australia; to 
the coast of Western Australia and right 
to the heart of the Northern Territory.
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- ADELAIDE -

The luxury Mayfair Hotel is situated in 
a beautifully renovated heritage building 
in the heart of the city, opposite Rundle 

Mall and near to the Riverbank and 
popular bar and restaurant precincts, Peel 

and Leigh Streets. Offering 170 luxury 
accommodation rooms, contemporary 
dining and premium hotel facilities, the 

Mayfair Hotel showcases the very best of 
South Australia, including innovative food, 
wine and quality locally made products 

and furnishings.
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- ADELAIDE -

A Taste of South Australia offers the 
true South Australian food and wine 

experience. Meet the makers, enjoy their 
fine food and wine, and experience the 
hospitality of friendly locals. Tours range 
from serious wine, to hands-on fun and 

wine experiences. They incorporate 
all of the ingredients that make South  

Australia so unique. Visitors have the rare 
opportunity to experience hidden gems 

under the guidance of experts.
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- KANGAROO ISLAND -

This celebrated retreat atop the limestone cliffs of 
Kangaroo Island invites a step into another world. 
Lounge by the suspended fireplace, pour a drink 
from the convivial open bar and indulge in fine 
food and wine with a proudly local provenance. 
The great outdoors live up to their name with 
a Galapagos-sized contingent of endemic and 
unusual wildlife. Contemporary suites offer 

spectacular ocean views, while myriad thoughtful 
details from custom furnishings to warm limestone 

create a feeling of relaxed luxury. 

� MAP 17
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- KANGAROO ISLAND -

Imagine shrinking all of the great 
experiences that Australia has to offer to 
a manageable size – amazing wine, fresh 
food, native wildlife, beautiful beaches, 

expansive red dirt roads and a sense of 
solitude rarely found in our busy lives. 
It’s called Kangaroo Island, and lies off 
the South Australian coast. Our friends 
at Exceptional Kangaroo Island put you 

in touch with the best wildlife, landscape, 
art, food and wine - with a choice of small 

group or tailored private touring.
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- NATIONWIDE -

Australia boasts a truly remarkable 
wildlife story, being home to the world’s 

most bio-diverse waters, the highest 
number of endemic bird species and a 
vast collection of mammals that can’t 
be seen anywhere else on earth. The 

Australian Wildlife Collection is a group 
of Australia’s leading independently 
owned wildlife tourism experiences, 

showcasing authentic wildlife encounters 
within natural habitats, combined with 

premium hospitality, expert guiding and a 
focus on conservation.

AUSTRALIAN
collection

WILDLIFE
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- SOUTH AUSTRALIA -

Gawler Ranges Wilderness Safaris offer 
amazingly diverse wildlife in numbers 
rarely seen elsewhere in Australia. It is 
one of few places to view three large 

species of kangaroo together, as  
well as birds, koalas and sealife, all on  

a four-day tour. Guests stay at Kangaluna 
Camp, a boutique tented camp that  

caters for up to 12 guests in a  
resonantly Outback setting.
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- BAROSSA VALLEY -

Located in the world renowned Barossa 
Valley wine region, The Louise is a luxury 
vineyard lodge combining inspired design, 

complete privacy and breath taking 
vineyard views. Appellation restaurant 
is regarded as one of Australia’s finest 
dining destinations; where fresh, local 

ingredients and an extensive collection of 
wines ensure a truly memorable dining 

experience.  A stay at The Louise nourishes 
the senses and enlivens the spirit.

� MAP 13
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- NATIONWIDE -

Ultimate Winery Experiences Australia 
is a hand-selected collection of the 

country’s premium wineries offering 
quality winery experiences based 

around world class wines, warm and 
knowledgeable hospitality and culinary 

excellence. These wineries are not simply 
venues to taste and purchase wine. 

They allow visitors to interact with the 
product, the winemaker and enjoy first-
hand, the rich diversity that Australia’s 

many wine regions have to offer.

WINERY
ultimate

EXPERIENCES
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CROWN
perth

TOWERS

- PERTH -

The epitome of luxury, guest rooms and 
suites at Crown Towers Perth command 
magnificent views. Intelligently designed 

with the latest technology and the 
renowned Crown Towers service, guests 
will have the opportunity to experience a 
hotel property unlike any other. Featuring 

expansive lagoon pools that stretch 
out over the glittering Perth landscape, 

private cabanas, poolside dining and 
attentive wait staff, the leisure facilities set 

a new benchmark for resort living.

� MAP 10 
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- MARGARET RIVER -

Located in its own vineyard, Cape 
Lodge is a private country house hotel 
and restaurant sitting on 40 acres of 

manicured garden and native forest. Just a 
10 minute drive from the pristine Indian 
Ocean coastline and world famous surf 
beaches, Cape Lodge has 22 rooms, a 

luxury private Residence, swimming pool 
and tennis court.
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- PERTH -

Conceived by designer Kerry Hill, all 48 
contemporary rooms and suites project 
a sense of COMO serenity. COMO The 
Treasury is an elegant hotel occupying 

the 19th-century State Buildings, featuring 
a Victorian-era façade coupled with a 
contemporary interior style. Dining 
options include rooftop Wildflower 
restaurant and bistro Post, with The 

Treasury Lounge and Bar an elegant space 
for drinks. COMO Shambhala Urban 

Escape offers holistic therapies.
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- EAST KIMBERLEY -

Nestled within the Kimberley landscape 
featuring an array of waterfalls, gorges, 
and wildlife sits El Questro Homestead, 
hidden amongst burnt-orange cliffs, lush 
lawns, and the Chamberlain River. This 

exclusive all-inclusive personalised retreat 
only features 9 suites where you’re 

encouraged to make yourself at home 
and escape.
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HOTEL
HOTEL

- CANBERRA -

Right on the lake and close to the bush, 
a short drive to the airport and a small 
walk to the city. Choose from one of 
their 108 rooms and apartments. Each 
room is unique and reflects a love for 

the well made, the curious and the 
comfortable. The apartments sit in 

the Nishi building - some of the most 
environmentally considered apartments 

in Australia; designed based on the 
principles of passive cooling. 

� MAP 58 
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HERTZ
- NATIONWIDE -

Explore Australia your way by  
renting  a vehicle with Hertz.  

With over 220 locations across  
Australia, Hertz combines quality  
service, competitive rates and has  

a modern and extensive fleet to give  
you that world-class feeling.

� MAP 24 
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TIME IS MONEY
 10 Days/9 Nights

 Sydney, Melbourne, Cairns, Port Douglas

For those with limited time, wanting to see Australia’s East Coast 
only. With a 3 night stay in Sydney, Melbourne and Port Douglas 
we’ve included enough time to see all the highlights each region 
has to offer. Cruise on the harbour and visit the Opera House in 
Sydney; enjoy the cosmopolitan city of Melbourne, arguably the 
food, fashion and sports capital of Australia; and visit Cairns and 
Port Douglas, gateway to the world famous Great Barrier Reef.

Day 1  Arrive Sydney, the remainder of the day is at leisure 
to explore the city on foot (3 nights) 

Day 2  Enjoy a cruise on Sydney harbour, followed 
by a guided tour of the Sydney Opera House. 
BridgeClimb this afternoon or at dusk

Day 3  Sydney. Full day excursion to the Blue Mountains 
west of Sydney

Day 4  Fly Sydney to Melbourne (3 nights)

Day 5 Melbourne. Full day private excursion to the  
Yarra Valley wine region, Great Ocean Road or  
Phillip Island 

Day 6 Melbourne. Explore the city with Hidden Secrets, and 
enjoy local sightseeing

Day 7 Fly Melbourne to Cairns. On arrival travel north 
along the coast to Port Douglas (3 nights)

Day 8 Port Douglas. Full day cruise including lunch to the 
Great Barrier Reef 

Day 9 Port Douglas. Full day indigenous experience to 
Mossman Gorge and the Daintree Rainforest 

Day 10 Travel back to Cairns and depart

Sydney

Cairns

Melbourne

Australia is a huge country and it’s hard to know 
where to start when planning a vacation to 
the Land Down Under. To help you plan your 
Australian adventure we’ve come up with some 
suggested itineraries to get you started. 

From the short 9 day/8 night “Sydney, Rock and Reef”  
to longer stays, these itineraries are just a starting point 
and can be modified to suit you. That’s where our staff 
can help. Incorporating many of the product featured in 
our brochure, these itineraries are just a small sample 
of what we can offer. Our expertise is in creating an 
Australian experience that is unique and tailor made to 
your requirements. 

SUGGESTED  
ITINERARIES
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LOVE IS IN THE AIR
 13 Days/12 Nights

 The Blue Mountains, Sydney, Hamilton Island 

Slower paced and with longer stays in each destination, this 
itinerary is for those wanting to relax and do as little or as much 
as they want in quiet secluded locations.

Day 1  Arrive Sydney and transfer directly by land to 
Wolgan Valley in the Blue Mountains region (2 nights) 

Day 2  Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley. Free time to 
recover from jetlag, enjoy a massage, and take in the 
fresh air and surrounds of the Australian countryside. 
You might even see a few kangaroos and wombats!

Day 3  Blue Mountains to Sydney overland, or by helicopter 
(4 nights)

Day 4  Sydney. Enjoy a cruise on Sydney harbour. Remainder 
of the day is at leisure

Day 5 Sydney. Enjoy a guided tour of the Sydney Opera 
House. Challenge yourself with an afternoon or dusk 
BridgeClimb

Day 6 Sydney. A day to relax, and explore the city on foot. 
Enjoy an evening performance at the Sydney Opera 
House

Day 7 Fly Sydney to Hamilton Island for a relaxing stay at 
qualia (5 nights) 

Day 8-10 On Hamilton Island. Choose from one of several 
qualia packages offered, such as the Spa qualia 
Experience, Great Barrier Reef Discovery, Island 
Interlude, Golf Getaway or Whitehaven Beach by 
Helicopter options

Day 12 Fly Hamilton Island to Sydney (1 night)

Day 13 Depart Sydney

SYDNEY, ROCK & REEF
 9 Days/8 Nights

 Sydney, Uluru (Ayers Rock), Cairns, Port Douglas

Visit Australia’s “golden triangle” with three iconic locations; the 
spectacular city of Sydney; Uluru (Ayers Rock), the spiritual heart 
of the country; Cairns and Port Douglas, gateway to the Great 
Barrier Reef. 

Day 1  Arrive Sydney, the remainder of the day is at leisure 
to explore the city on foot (3 nights) 

Day 2  Sydney. Enjoy a cruise on Sydney harbour, followed 
by a guided tour of the Sydney Opera House. 
BridgeClimb this afternoon or at dusk

Day 3  Sydney. Full day excursion to the Blue Mountains 
west of Sydney

Day 4  Fly Sydney to Uluru (2 nights)

Day 5 Uluru. Local touring, including sunrise at Uluru 
(Ayers Rock). 

Day 6 Fly Ayers Rock to Cairns. On arrival travel north 
along the coast to Port Douglas (3 nights)

Day 7 Port Douglas. Full day cruise including lunch to the 
Great Barrier Reef 

Day 8 Port Douglas. Full day indigenous experience to 
Mossman Gorge and the Daintree Rainforest 

Day 9 Travel back to Cairns and depart

Sydney

Cairns

Uluru

Sydney

Hamilton Island

The Blue Mountains
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GREAT SOUTHERN LAND
 19 Days/18 Nights 

 Sydney overland to Melbourne, East Coast Tasmania,  
 Cradle Mountain

Day 1  Arrive Sydney (3 nights)

Day 2   Sydney. Morning BridgeClimb, afternoon luncheon 
cruise on the harbour

Day 3 Sydney. Full day excursion to the Blue Mountains 
west of Sydney. 

Day 4  Sydney to Jervis Bay by rental car on a 5 Day Coastal 
Drive (1 night)

Day 5 Travel Jervis Bay to Tilba Tilba (1 night)

Day 6  Travel Tilba Tilba to Bermagui (1 night)

Day 7  Travel Bermagui to Gipsy Point (1 night)

Day 8  Travel Gipsy Point to Metung (1 night)

Day 9 Travel Metung to Melbourne and return rental car  
(2 nights)

Day 10  Melbourne. Explore the city with Hidden Secrets, 
afternoon at leisure

Day 11  Fly Melbourne to Hobart. On arrival Hobart collect 
rental car (2 nights)

Day 12  Hobart. Local sightseeing and a visit to Port Arthur

Day 13  Hobart to Freycinet by car (2 nights)

Day 14  Freycinet Cruise to Wineglass Bay and enjoy  
local walks

Day 15  Freycinet to Cradle Mountain by car (2 nights)

Day 16 Cradle Mountain. Local hiking 

Day 17 Cradle Mountain to Launceston by car (1 night)

Day 18 Fly Launceston to Melbourne (1 night)

Day 19  Depart Melbourne

Sydney
Melbourne

Hobart Freycinet
Launceston

EPICUREAN ADVENTURE
 14 days/13 nights

 The Yarra Valley, Melbourne, the Barossa Valley,   
 Kangaroo Island, Sydney

For the food and wine lovers, this itinerary travels outside of the 
main city centres and visits some of the rural regions where you 
can experience local foods and wines at a variety of locations.

Day 1  Arrive Melbourne and transfer directly to the Yarra 
Valley food & wine region (2 nights)

Day 2 Yarra Valley. Full day epicurean experience

Day 3 Morning visit to Healesville Wildlife Sanctuary before 
departing for Philip Island to see the fairy penguins 
this evening. Return to Melbourne (3 nights)

Day 4 Melbourne. Explore the city with Hidden Secrets, 
afternoon at leisure

Day 5 Melbourne. Full day excursion to Apollo Bay and 
the Great Ocean Road, with flightseeing to the 12 
Apostles. Return to Melbourne late afternoon.

Day 6 Fly Melbourne to Adelaide and travel to the Barossa 
Valley wine region (2 nights)

Day 7 Barossa Valley. Full day food and wine tasting 
experience

Day 8 Barossa Valley to Adelaide and fly to Kangaroo Island 
(3 nights)

Day 9 Kangaroo Island. Full day “Island Life” touring

Day 10 Kangaroo Island. Full day Flinders Chase excursion

Day 11 Return flight to Adelaide and connect with a flight to 
Sydney (3 nights)

Day 12 Sydney. Enjoy a cruise on Sydney harbour, followed 
by a guided tour of the Sydney Opera House.
Challenge yourself with a BridgeClimb this afternoon 
or early evening.

Day 13 Sydney. Full day excursion to the Blue Mountains 
west of Sydney.

Day 14 Depart Sydney

Sydney

Melbourne

Kangaroo  
Island

The 
Barossa  

Valley

The 
Yarra 
Valley

Adelaide
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HOW THE WEST WAS WON
Whale Shark experience is seasonal and only available April  
to August

 9 Days/8 Nights

 Perth, Margaret River Wine Region and Exmouth

For an extraordinary vacation you need to go to an extraordinary 
destination. So if you’re looking to step into a world of awe-
inspiring beauty and discover unique experiences, you’ve come 
to the right place - Western Australia. Covering a third of the 
Australian continent, it’s 3.6 times bigger than Texas, and almost 5 
times bigger than France. Experience the Extraordinary!

Day 1  Arrive Perth (2 nights)

Day 2   Half day Perth & Fremantle City Explorer.  
Time at leisure to also explore the city. 

Day 3 Perth to Margaret River by rental car (2 nights)

Day 4 Margaret River. Spend the day exploring the wineries 
and beaches

Day 5 Return to Perth by car (1 night)

Day 6 Fly Perth to Exmouth (3 nights)

Day 7 Exmouth. Swim with Whale Sharks 

Day 8 Exmouth. Cape Range tour

Day 9 Fly Exmouth to Perth

HEADING NORTH
 15 Days/14 Nights

 Sydney, Uluru (Ayers Rock), Kings Canyon, Alice  
 Springs, Darwin, Cairns, Port Douglas

Day 1  Arrive Sydney (3 nights)

Day 2  Sydney. Morning BridgeClimb, afternoon luncheon 
cruise on the harbour

Day 3  Sydney. Full day excursion to the Blue Mountains 
west of Sydney

Day 4  Fly Sydney to Uluru. Afternoon excursion to Kata 
Tjuta (The Olgas) rock formation. Evening dinner 
under the stars. (2 nights)

Day 5   Uluru. Local touring, including sunrise at Uluru 
(Ayers Rock)

Day 6  Uluru to Kings Canyon overland (1 night)

Day 7  Kings Canyon to Alice Springs overland (1 night)

Day 8  Alice Springs to Darwin on The Ghan train overnight 
(departs Mondays only 6.15pm) 

Day 9  Arrive Darwin on The Ghan train at 5.30pm (1 night)

Day 10  Darwin to Kakadu region (2 nights)

Day 11 Full day Kakadu Excursion 

Day 12  Return to Darwin. Fly to Cairns and transfer to  
Port Douglas (3 nights)

Day 13  Port Douglas. Full day cruise including lunch to the 
Great Barrier Reef 

Day 14  Port Douglas. Full day indigenous experience to 
Mossman Gorge and the Daintree Rainforest 

Day 15  Return to Cairns and depart

Sydney

Cairns

Uluru

Darwin

Alice  
SpringsKings 

Canyon

Kakadu
Region

Perth

Margaret River

Exmouth
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POPULATION
Around 4.7 million people live in our 
country, which is roughly the size 
of California, Britain or Japan. The 

majority of New Zealand’s population live  
in the upper North Island, with around  
1 million of the population living in the 
South Island. New Zealand has a diverse 
ethnic mix, with a majority of the population 
being European/Pakeha (of British descent), 
with Maori making up 15%, with Samoan, 
Tongan, Chinese, South African, Latin and 
Indian immigrants making up around 20% of 
our population. The national capital of  
New Zealand is Wellington.

LANGUAGE 
AND FOREIGN 
SPEAKING GUIDES  

English is the major language of  
New Zealand with Maori as our second 
language. With New Zealand’s diverse 
population, Southern World also has access 
to Spanish, Portuguese, German, Italian and 
French speaking Driver/Guides and Guides.

TRAVEL 
INSURANCE AND 
SAFETY

We highly recommend all clients travel with 
comprehensive travel insurance.

New Zealand is one of the safest holiday 
destinations in the world. However, you are 
advised to observe the same precautions 
with your personal safety and possessions 
as you would in any other country or  
at home. 

New Zealand is a country without snakes 
or dangerous wild animals, making it safe 

for visitors to enjoy outdoor activities. 
New Zealand’s public and private medical / 
hospital facilities provide a high standard  
of treatment and service but it is important 
to note these services are not free - except 
as a result of an accident (*ACC). We 
strongly advise you to arrange your own 
health insurance.

Visitors bringing in a quantity of medication 
are advised to have a doctor’s certificate 
to avoid possible problems with Customs. 
Doctor’s prescriptions are needed to obtain 
certain drugs in New Zealand.

No vaccinations are needed to enter  
New Zealand.

(*ACC) Accident Compensation Scheme.  
Visitors to New Zealand are covered under 
the local Accident Compensation Scheme 
for personal injury by accident. Benefits 
include some medical and hospital expenses, 
but there are exclusions and so we 
therefore recommend your travel insurance 
policy also covers accidents.

BANKING AND 
MONEY ACCESS

Major banks are open Monday-Friday 
(except public holidays), 9.30am-4.30pm, 
with Money/ Foreign Exchange booths 
open 7 days a week in the larger city 
centres or tourist areas. Automatic teller 
machines (ATMs) operate on a PIN number 
system. Cash can be withdrawn 24 hours 
a day by credit card, as long as you have 
a pin setup on your card. Use of EFTPOS 
(Electronic Funds Transfer at Point of Sale) 
is very common. All international credit 
cards (American Express, Diners, VISA, 
and MasterCard) are accepted. Travellers’ 
cheques may be changed at banks, hotels, 

Money/Foreign Exchange booths and large 
stores in the main cities and tourist areas.

ENTRY VISAS FOR  
NEW ZEALAND
For short stays of 3 months 

or less, New Zealand have visa waiver 
agreements with many Countries.  We 
suggest you check online at; http://www.
immigration.govt.nz/migrant/stream/visit/
visitors/ to see if you need apply for a visa 
before leaving home.

GOODS AND 
SERVICES TAX 
(GST) 
Goods and services are taxed 

at 15%. This tax is usually included in the 
advertised price. If the price does not state 
‘Excludes GST’, the price includes GST.

PUBLIC HOLIDAY 
SURCHARGES

During public and bank holidays, many 
restaurants and cafés add a 10 to 20% 
surcharge on top of your total bill. This does 
not apply to pre-booked meals or services 
organised by Southern World. 

ELECTRICITY 
SUPPLY

New Zealand’s AC electricity supply 
operates at 230/240 volts, 50 hertz. Special 
plugs to convert your appliances to the 
New Zealand plug pin system can be  
easily purchased.

HELPFUL INFORMATION
NEW ZEALAND
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TIPPING 
GUIDELINES  

In New Zealand tipping is generally not 
customary and is only exercised as a 
genuine thank you for receiving great 
service. There is no obligation to tip, 
although the practice is common with the 
restaurant and tourism transport industries. 
Coach drivers, Guides, Driver/Guides, 
wait staff and porters do receive tips on a 
regular basis from both locals and overseas 
guests for good service only. 

CLIMATE 
New Zealand’s warmest months are 
mid November to the end of March; 

with winter June to August. Northern 
New Zealand is sub-tropical and the south 
temperate. For most of the North Island 
and northern South Island the driest season 
is summer. However in the South Island 
winter is the driest season for the West 
Coast, much of inland Canterbury, Otago 
and Southland. 

Due to New Zealand’s high level of 
ultraviolet light and clear skies it is highly 
advisable to wear sunglasses and/or a  
hat if spending time in the sun, and to  
use sunblock.

TRAVEL 
DOCUMENTS

Provided to all clients by Southern World 
New Zealand booking more than 3-4 
services is a comprehensive travel wallet 
including a detailed day-by-day itinerary. 
Southern World operate on a voucherless 
system for almost all suppliers and you will 
find confirmation numbers and references 
on all documentation should it be required 
for any booked services. Also included are 
destination guides, a New Zealand map and 
brochures for suggested sightseeing. The 
wallet will be handed to clients on arrival 
into New Zealand or be waiting at the first 
hotel/service provider. 

SWIMMING
New Zealand’s best beaches 

are situated in the North Island and also 
in the Nelson and Abel Tasman regions 
of the South Island. A number of popular 
beaches are patrolled by Lifeguards who 
designate safe swimming areas, so please 
swim between the flags. For New Zealand’s 
many isolated beaches, a majority of these 
are very safe for swimming, but please take 
special care when the surf is up as rips and 
strong currents can be very dangerous.

TIME DIFFERENCE 
AND DAYLIGHT 
SAVINGS

New Zealand is 12 hours ahead of GMT 
(Greenwich Mean Time) during months 
April to September and 13 hours ahead 
of GMT during the daylight savings period 
which is typically from late September 
through to the end of March.  

DRIVING IN  
NEW ZEALAND

In New Zealand we drive on the left in right 
hand drive vehicles.

The diversity New Zealand’s landscapes 
make New Zealand a very popular and 
excellent self-driving destination but  
New Zealand roads are probably different 
to what you’re used to at home. Distances 
may seem short on paper, our roads may 
be narrower, cover mountain passes, varied 
terrain and vary from motorways to rural 
unsealed gravel roads. 

To ensure driver safety Southern World 
will plan your itinerary with comfortably 
achievable driving days based on you being 
an accomplished driver. If you are a less 
confident driver, not familiar with driving 
on the left or not accustomed to open 
single carriageway (with no barrier between 
directional traffic) then we’d recommend 
alternative means of transportation.

In New Zealand; the open road speed limit 
is 100kms per hour (and strictly policed 
often with often zero tolerance); you must 

have a current and valid overseas driver 
licence or international driving permit; seat 
belts are compulsory; it is illegal to use a 
cellphone whilst driving; and drink driving 
rules are tough - don’t take any chances and 
do not consume alcohol if driving.  

We want you to have a great trip and  
arrive safely at your destination, study the  
New Zealand road rules before you depart 
and watch the tutorial on Air New Zealand 
on-route.  Drive to the conditions, allow 
plenty of time and take regular breaks -  
the trip may be slower, but the scenery  
is amazing so take your time and enjoy  
your journey.

www.drivesafe.org.nz is an excellent  
website to review should you be planning  
a New Zealand self-driving holiday.

ROUTE AND 
DRIVING TIME    
(approximate time with  

 short refreshment stops)

Auckland - Rotorua 4hrs 

Auckland to Paihia  4hrs 30mins  
(Bay of Islands) 

Auckland to Coromandel Peninsula 
2hrs 30mins (Pauanui) 

Rotorua to Napier 3hrs 30mins

Rotorua to Wellington  6hrs 30mins

Napier to Wellington 4hrs 50mins

Wellington to Nelson 5hrs 30mins   
(including a 3hr ferry ride)

Christchurch to Queenstown 7hrs   
(via Mount Cook 9hrs)

Christchurch to Franz/Fox Glaciers  
6hrs 30mins

Nelson to Franz Josef 7hrs   
(West Coast) 

Franz Josef/Fox Glacier to 
Queenstown 7hrs

Queenstown to Te Anau   
2hrs 30mins 
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- NATIONWIDE -

Air New Zealand live by their Kiwi values 
of Kiwi hospitality, approaching everything 

they do with genuine enthusiasm. The 
crews are a friendly welcoming and 

down-to-earth bunch who are always 
looking to show you a better way to fly.

‘Kia Ora, welcome on-board’

AIR NEW ZEALAND
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Premium Economy

Business Premier

Top chef Peter Gordon has created 
the delicious menus, treating you to 

exquisitely fresh, innovative creations. 
Choose from a wide selection of award-
winning New Zealand wines designed to 

complement each meal. 

Premium Economy
Make yourself at home in a luxuriously 

soft and roomy leather Premium 
Economy armchair with generous 
armrests, a leg rest and extendable  

foot support.

Business Premier
In Business Premier, every seat is an 

aisle seat.  Your super soft leather seat 
transforms into a luxurious lie-flat bed, 
with a memory foam mattress, two full-

size pillows and a cosy duvet. 
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- AUCKLAND -

Sleek rooms, gorgeous views, perfect 
location - have it all at Hilton Auckland. 

The waterfront hotel has sundecks, private 
balconies and walls of windows for views of 
the harbour you won’t find anywhere else. 
Hilton Auckland is a quick walk from the 
central business district and Quay Street 

restaurants, shops and nightlife.

� MAP 6

auckland
HILTON
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- AUCKLAND -

Inflite Charters Auckland helicopter tours 
allow you to soar over active volcanoes, 

picturesque islands and spectacular 
coastlines, step from one of Inflite’s 

private helicopters onto Waiheke Island’s 
finest vineyards for the dining experience 

of a lifetime, or try your hand at heli-
golfing on stunning golf courses or the 
thrill of heli-fishing. Inflite Experiences  

will highlight your Auckland stay. 

� MAP 6

INFLITE
auckland

CHARTERS
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- AUCKLAND -

Ideally situated in the heart of Auckland’s 
CBD, with many of the city’s most 

impressive attractions and eateries on the 
doorstep, the award-winning Skycity Grand 
offers guests a truly five-star experience. 
The newly-renovated rooms have been 

designed to minimise clutter and maximise 
comfort. Guest services include 

 a heated indoor lap pool, sauna and spa 
pool, gymnasium, 24-hour room service, 

carpark and valet parking.

� MAP 6

grand hotel
SKYCITY
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- AUCKLAND -

Bush and Beach is Auckland’s premier 
small-group tour company. Whether it 
be the lush rainforest and black sand 
beaches of Auckland’s rugged west 
coast, iconic Coromandel Peninsula, 

the magical Hobbiton Movie Set, 
Waitomo Caves or a wine tour to the 
Matakana or Kumeu regions, Bush and 
Beach’s entertaining tour guides will 
provide a unique, unforgettable and 

authentic tour experience.

� MAP 6

BUSH AND
BEACH
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- AUCKLAND -

Ideally located on Auckland’s iconic 
waterfront and boasting breath-taking 
marina vistas, the elegant rooms and 

suites feature floor-to-ceiling windows, 
private balconies, decadent oversized 

bathrooms, Sofitel’s famous ‘MyBed’, LCD 
TVs and Bose sound systems. Discover a 
signature restaurant, café and stylish bar, 
So Fit gym and indoor heated lap pool.

� MAP 6

auckland
SOFITEL
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- AUCKLAND -

Ananda provide personalised,  
inspirational tours, highlighting the  

very best of Waiheke - wine, olive oils, 
great food, scenery and art - with passion 
and enthusiasm. Their close relationships 

with local providers and highly 
knowledgeable local guides ensure that 
visitors to the island have a memorable 

and enjoyable experience.

� MAP 6
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- AUCKLAND -

Participate as crew on an authentic 
America’s Cup yacht. Take the helm, exert 

energy on the grinders or sit back and 
enjoy the action and scenery as we sail 
the beautiful Waitemata Harbour. The 

America’s Cup is the world’s oldest and 
most prestigious sporting trophy and 

ultimate yachting regatta, and it has just 
returned to New Zealand. Experience  
it first-hand sailing these remarkable 

vessels on the harbour that hosted the 
America’s Cup in 2000 and 2003. 

� MAP 6
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- AUCKLAND -

Ecozip Adventures offers visitors an 
opportunity to fly with a partner on 
three dual flying fox ziplines through 

pristine native forest. Ecozip have  
also teamed up with a local wine tour 

company to offer guests a zipline,  
forest walk and vineyard tour package. 
Light lunch, numerous beer and wine 

tastings, ferry transfers and all on-island 
transfers; enjoy a “Zip, Wine & Dine”  

day on this special island.
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- NORTHLAND -

The Lodge at Kauri Cliffs is set on 6,000 
acres near Matauri Bay, Northland. The 
spectacular offshore panorama can be 
viewed from the verandas, lounges & 
dining rooms. Featuring 22 suites and 

2 bedroom Owner’s Cottage, fish, dive 
or discover New Zealand’s pristine 
shorelines, play on our world-class 

golf course or indulge in a therapeutic 
treatment at our full-service luxury spa.

� MAP 1
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- NORTHLAND -

Salt Air can offer a unique and memorable 
experience of the Bay of Islands and 

Northland from the air with birds-eye 
views of spectacular coastlines and island 
scenery.  Flights are offered by helicopter 
over the Bay of Islands and beyond plus 
their renowned half-day tour to Cape 

Reinga by fixed wing aeroplane combining 
flights and a vehicle tour.

� MAP 2
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- NORTHLAND -

Eagles Nest is a multi award-winning 
retreat, overlooking the spectacular Bay 

of Islands. Just two minutes from the 
historic and romantic village of Russell. 

Offering five spectacular and luxuriously 
appointed villas supported by talented 
resident personal chefs, massage and 
beauty therapists who will ensure the 

most indulgent of stays.

� MAP 2
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- NORTHLAND -

Named in 2017’s Conde Nast Traveler 
Hot List, Helena Bay Lodge lies in the 
northeast corner of New Zealand’s 
North Island. The property features 
private beaches, intimate coves and 

kilometres of pristine coastline. Stay in 
one of five villa suites, each with a terrace 
overlooking the tranquil waters of Helena 

Bay. The lodge has also brought the 
celebrated Michelin starred Ristorante 
Don Alfonso 1890 of Southern Italy to 
New Zealand. Menus change daily with 

‘Estate to Plate’ cuisine.
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- COROMANDEL -

A secluded resort located at Pauanui 
Beach on coastal Coromandel Peninsula. 
Situated just 700m away from a pristine 
white sandy beach and nestled into the 

slopes of Mt Pauanui, choose from  
48 romantic chalets surrounded by  

New Zealand bush. The restaurant offers 
intimate ambiance and superb local 

cuisine, while other facilities include solar-
heated outdoor pool, spa, sauna, gym and 
tennis court, with an international 18 hole 
golf course and excellent fishing nearby.
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- COROMANDEL -

Luxury boutique accommodation in 
Cooks Beach on the famed Coromandel 
Peninsula. Guestrooms include three king 
suites with en-suite, extensive mini-bar, 

spacious balcony and bush or water views 
to Purangi Estuary and Cooks Beach. The 

premier two-guestroom suite boasts an in-
room fireplace, private outdoor loungers 

and dining, outdoor fireplace featuring 
stunning sea views. 
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- MATAMATA -

Hobbiton Movie Set tour is a visitor experience  
at the original location where Hobbiton™  

was created for filming of The Lord of the Rings 
and The Hobbit Film Trilogies. View Hobbit 

Holes™, the Green Dragon™ Inn, the Mill and 
other structures. Enjoy a specially brewed  

beverage at the Green Dragon. 

� MAP 7
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- ROTORUA -

Skyline Rotorua is your ticket to an unforgettable 
holiday with everything from gravity adventure such as 
thrilling downhill Luge tracks, ziplining and mountain 
biking trails, to tranquil Gondola rides, nature trails, 

dining experiences and out-of-this world stargazing. All 
with unsurpassed views, this is an all-weather must do 

attraction for all ages year round.
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- ROTORUA -

Nestled in 2,500 acres of 800-year 
old native forest, this award-winning 
luxury wilderness lodge is a nature-

lover’s sanctuary. Located in the trout 
fishing capital Rotorua with rivers, lakes, 
waterfalls and 35 miles hiking trails. New 
are their daily and complimentary natural 
heritage and native wilderness inspired 
‘Signature Experiences’. Also offering 

helicopter adventures, Wilderness Spa, 
and access to The Kinloch Club, an 18 

hole Jack Nicklaus designed golf course.

� MAP 8
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- ROTORUA -

Join Volcanic Air combining their two signature 
helicopter tours landing on both Mount 
Tarawera and White Island. The contrast 

between these two volcanoes couldn’t be 
more amazing, from the active crater floor 
and steaming crater lake of White Island to 

the heights of Mount Tarawera‘s summit. Here 
we enjoy spectacular vistas of the volcano’s 
craters and the surrounding Lakes district.
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- ROTORUA -

Indulge in luxurious accommodation on 
the edge of Lake Rotorua. Eight guest 

rooms with stunning views over the lake or 
gardens. Relax by the pool, Jacuzzi or spa. 
Focusing on contemporary Pacific fusion 

food, Black Swan offers the opportunity to 
dine overlooking the lake or request private 

dining in the conservatory or gardens. 
Onsite Helipad or private jetty for exciting 

sightseeing adventures.
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- ROTORUA -

Experience off-the-beaten track 
indulgence on stunning Lake Rotoiti 

under sail aboard the luxury catamaran 
Tiua. Discover beautiful sandy coves, lake 

edge thermal hot springs, glow-worm 
caves and cultural sites rich in history 

and legend. Enjoy a delicious BBQ meal, 
accompanied by a selection of fine  

New Zealand beverages. Truly a genuine, 
personal New Zealand experience.

� MAP 8
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of rotorua
REGENT

- ROTORUA -

Escape ordinary in the Regent of Rotorua, 
a designer boutique hotel offering stylish 
luxury accommodation, restaurant, wine 
and cocktail bar. An oasis of understated 

contemporary elegance amidst the 
exciting attractions and experiences 

Rotorua has to offer. Outdoor thermal 
heated pool and indoor mineral spa. 

Beside the famous Eat Street and Lake 
Rotorua just a 5 minute walk away. 

� MAP 8
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- ROTORUA -

The National Kiwi Trust in Rotorua is 
New Zealand’s largest kiwi conservation 
centre. All visitor proceeds go towards 
rearing the endangered kiwi chicks for 
release back into the wild. The research 

done at the National Kiwi Trust is 
used throughout New Zealand in kiwi 

rearing facilities and by the New Zealand 
Department of Conservation. Join a 

special “Behind-the-Scenes” guided tour 
to gain an insight into the conservation 
programme with an expert kiwi keeper. 

� MAP 8
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- ROTORUA -

Solitaire Lodge offers secluded luxury accommodation from a 
spectacular lakeside location. All 9 luxurious suites feature panoramic 

views over Lake Tarawera. Renowned for fine dining, the Lodge 
serves contemporary cuisine prepared with fresh produce and 

superb wines from local vineyards. Feeling adventurous? Embark on 
a scenic flight over surrounding volcanic landscape, hike to 65metre 

waterfalls or explore tranquil waters by kayak.

� MAP 8
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- ROTORUA -

Our strong focus on Maori culture, coupled with the 
awe-inspiring landscapes of New Zealand, topped off 

with the ability to create adventures that suit anyone’s 
age, ability and interests have seen Multi-Day Adventure 

Experiences become the preferred choice for those 
seeking bespoke and genuine experiences. These include 

rafting, mountain biking, hiking, kayaking and even 
introducing you to authentic cultural experiences staying 

on real Marae with real tribal people.

� MAP 8
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- TAUPO -

From that very first glimpse of the deep 
turquoise-green waters of the Waikato 
River, Huka Lodge immediately affirms 
itself as a location immersed in great 

natural beauty. 25 guest suites, including 
two exclusive cottages, add luxury and 

every comfort to an exquisite hospitality 
experience – as it always has, since 1924.
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- TAUPO -

Chris Jolly Outdoors, is one of  
New Zealand’s leading outdoor activity 

operators. Bespoke packages are available 
for lake cruises, guided hiking, fly fishing, 

guided bike tours and more. For the 
ultimate day out experience a Hike and 

Cruise package; a spacious and fully-
equipped launch awaits you at the end of 
your picturesque trail, to take you on a 
relaxing cruise with trout fishing, buffet 
lunch and Maori rock carving viewing.
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- TAUPO -

 Perfectly placed on a 254ha spectacular 
setting above the shores of Lake Taupo, 
heart of New Zealand’s internationally 
recognized adventure and wilderness 

playground is the new uber-luxury Lodge 
at The Kinloch Club. Opened in 2016 and 
offering New Zealand’s only Jack Nicklaus 

Signature 18-hole Links Golf Course,  
day hikes on the Tongariro Alpine  
Crossing, world-class fly-fishing,  

mountain and lake cycling.
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- TAUPO -

From the comfort of a corporate style 
helicopter Inflite Charters will guide you 
over majestic scenery that is the essence 
of Great Lake Taupo. Combine close-up 
views of the World Heritage Tongariro 

National Park and its powerful volcanoes 
with a landing beside the renowned and 

tranquil Rangitikei River  
- a truly memorable experience and just  

a snapshot of what Inflite offers!
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- TAUPO -

 In a Private Estate on the shores of 
Lake Taupo, wrapped in native bush, sit 
The Point Villas. Offering spectacular 
lake views, these two luxury villas are 
spacious and elegant. Generous living 
areas open onto wide decks, each villa 

with its own private pool. With Villa One 
accommodating four guests and Villa Two 
accommodating up to six guests - both 

are suitable for families. Self-catering with 
private chef by arrangement. 
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rent a car
BUDGET

- NATIONWIDE -

With more than 40 rental locations from 
Kerikeri to Invercargill, Budget has depots 
in all major cities, airports and provincial 

towns. One-way rental available. With 
a complete range of the latest high-

specification cars, station wagons, 4WDs 
and vans; Budget has the right vehicle for 

any need. All cars are equipped  
with modern safety features, which 

enhances ‘the ideal way to tour  
around New Zealand’.
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- TONGARIRO NATIONAL PARK -

Built in the “roaring twenties”, Chateau 
Tongariro Hotel preserves history and 

tradition, offering guests rare and timeless 
elegance. Located in the heart of Tongariro 
National Park, this historically significant 
hotel provides a perfect base for you to 

explore this natural playground bursting with 
diverse landscapes and features.
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- TONGARIRO NATIONAL PARK -

Experience New Zealand’s rugged and 
beautiful landscape in the world-renowned 
Tongariro and Whanganui National Parks. 

Be guided by the best with Adrift Tongariro. 
Adrift’s one-day and multi-day treks,  

walks, canoe trips and Rail Trail Cycleway 
tours offer a professionally guided  

and enjoyable experience for people  
of all abilities and skill levels.
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- HAWKES BAY -

The Farm at Cape Kidnappers is set atop 
6,000 acres of farmland in the Hawke’s Bay 

wine region, with an award-winning par 
71 golf course. Featuring 22 suites and 4 
bedroom Owner’s Cottage, spa & leisure 

facilities, the cluster of lodge buildings 
combine rustic and textured materials 
with comfortable modern furniture in 
an environment that lends itself to the 

quintessential farm-luxe lifestyle.
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country estate
WHAREKAUHAU

- WAIRARAPA -

Wharekauhau Country Estate is a luxury 
lodge situated on a 5,000-acre working 

farm on the southeast coast of the  
North Island. Framed by mountains to 
the west and Palliser Bay to the east, 

choose from cottage style suites near the 
main lodge, or in one of two coastal villas 

offering spectacular views and privacy 
with access to all services and activities  

of the main lodge.

� MAP 13
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- WELLINGTON -

With the signature QT style, QT Museum 
Wellington captures the heart of  

New Zealand’s creative capital as it draws 
on the city’s vibrant cultural playground.
This is where those come for a taste of 
the avant-garde, every element comes 
together to create the designer-chic, 

modernist look and feel, fusing art and 
design with a dash of the absurd.
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- WELLINGTON -

The Taonga Maori Tour at Te Papa  
takes you right to the heart of  

New Zealand’s national museum. This 
hosted cultural tour weaves through 
the Maori exhibitions at Te Papa to 

showcase our unique history through 
stories and objects. You will then have the 
opportunity to experience Maori taonga 
(treasures) close up whilst engaging with 
collections staff. The tour ends with light 

refreshments and time to reflect with 
your hosts.
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- COOK STRAIT -

Interislander travels between Wellington 
and Picton, connecting the North &  

South Islands of New Zealand. Cruise 
through the stunning Marlborough Sounds 

in just over three hours. Once onboard 
enjoy a meal, a drink in our bar, stroll  

the decks or upgrade and relax in  
our Interislander Plus Lounge.

� MAP 12
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- NELSON -

Hospitality doesn’t get any better than this and It’s not 
surprising that several of the world’s most prestigious 

publications rate Edenhouse in their best hotels of 
the world. Set in fifty acres of private grounds and 

internationally acclaimed gardens, the property features 
two luxurious suites in the main lodge and a beautifully 

appointed 2 bedroom garden cottage.

� MAP 16
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- NELSON -

There is no better way to experience the 
amazing National Parks, golden coastlines 
and spectacular mountain scenery of the 
Nelson and Marlborough regions than 
with a private helicopter charter. Drop 
in on a boutique vineyard for a gourmet 
lunch, immerse yourself in the magical 

scenery brought to life by Peter Jackson 
in Lord of The Rings, adventure into 

pristine back-country rivers for a spot of 
trout fishing or even enjoy a remote lunch 
on D’Urville Island prepared by your pilot.
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- NELSON -

One of the world’s leading luxury eco-
lodges, set in 50 acres of wilderness. 
Select the Lodge Package or luxury 

Self-Cater, a relaxed base for exploring 
Abel Tasman & Kahurangi National Parks, 
Golden Bay and Nelson cycle, art & wine 
trails. Ideal for active couples who enjoy 

good food and nature.

� MAP 14
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- NELSON -

 Wine, Art and Wilderness is Nelson’s 
premier ground-based activity provider. 

Surrounded by national parks, the region 
swells with wineries, craft breweries, 

world-class artists and fantastic artisan 
food producers. Trust the guide to 

interpret the natural, historical and cultural 
aspects and open the doors of artists, 

wineries and food producers.
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- NELSON -

Set on 56 hectares of forest on the banks 
of the Motueka River is the award-

winning Stonefly Lodge. Architecturally 
designed and built from local supplies, 
the Lodge is located between the Abel 
Tasman, Nelson Lakes and Kahurangi 
National Parks, and is an ideal base 

from which to explore the region and 
the myriad activities offered. Four guest 

rooms complete with ensuites and 
private balconies overlooking scenic 

vistas. The Lodge has been designed with 
the discerning traveller in mind.
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- ABEL TASMAN NATIONAL PARK -

With stunning sea views, Split Apple Retreat is 
a quietly sophisticated and luxurious hideaway 

just minutes away from the stunning Abel 
Tasman National Park. The property offers 
every indulgence as well as the promise of 
exceptional health with nutritious gourmet 

cuisine, exceptional spa therapies and 
unparalleled access to pristine wilderness and 

golden sand beaches.
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abel tasman
WILSONS

- ABEL TASMAN NATIONAL PARK -

Imagine kayaking through crystal clear  
waters and golden beaches teeming with  

native wildlife in New Zealand’s finest coastal 
national park. On a 3-day guided hike or kayak 

and hike combo, explore the length of the  
Abel Tasman coastal track learning through  
the personal history of the Wilson family.  
Stay one night at Torrent Bay Lodge and 

another at Meadowbank Homestead  
- Awaroa. Single day options also available.

� MAP 14
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- MARLBOROUGH -

Escape to this elegant New Zealand 
retreat in the heart of the Marlborough 

Sounds. Tucked away on the shores 
of a stunning aqua-blue bay, the 

contemporary bungalow apartments 
peek through the lush native bush 

surrounding this spectacular setting. 
Sail, hike and kayak, or just relax in 

the hot-tub or by the poolside. Enjoy 
the café or fine dining restaurant, and 

indulge in the retreat’s Miritu Spa.

� MAP 15
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- MARLBOROUGH -

Experience the stunning Marlborough 
Sounds on a seafood cruise with 

Marlborough Tour Company. Join the 
original Greenshell Mussel Cruise from 

Havelock Marina or the Seafood Odyssea 
Cruise from Picton marina or take your 
very own private cruise on the luxurious 
MV Tarquin. Stunning scenery matched to 

stunning seafood and local wines.
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- MARLBOROUGH -

Located in the Marlborough wine 
region at the top of the South Island, 

The Marlborough Lodge is nestled in 16 
acres of secluded gardens and vineyards. 

The historic Lodge has undergone a 
full refurbishment and features ten 

contemporary suites, elegantly designed 
for luxury comfort. The Lodge cuisine 

is delicately prepared, with our team of 
in-house chefs specialising in showcasing 

Marlborough’s gourmet produce.
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- MARLBOROUGH -

Taste your way around the Marlborough 
wine region, New Zealand’s largest wine 
producing area.  Visit iconic and boutique 
producers and learn why our Sauvignon 

Blanc is world famous and why Pinot Noir 
will be our next big thing.  Indulge in the 
wonderful local foods of the region along 
with boutique breweries and finish with 

hand made chocolates.
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- KAIKOURA -

Located north of the eco-marine town of 
Kaikoura, Hapuku Lodge + Tree Houses 

sits nestled between the Kaikoura 
Seaward mountain range and the famed 

Mangamaunu Bay. A contemporary country 
lodge, Hapuku Lodge is composed of 

four luxury lodge suites, the Olive House 
owners cottage and five luxury tree houses 
set in the canopy of native Kanuka. Enjoy 
local food and wine at this true ocean-to-

plate property.
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- KAIKOURA -

New Zealand’s ultimate all year round 
nature experience. With Whale Watch 

Kaikoura memories last forever. Kaikoura’s 
semi-resident Sperm Whales share their 
unique world with a host of the other 
whale and dolphin species, seals and 

albatross – all regular sightings aboard 
Whale Watch tours. The 95% success rate 

means they guarantee an 80% refund if 
your tour does not see a whale.
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- CHRISTCHURCH -

A working coastal farm set along scenic 
Banks Peninsula on the South Island, 
Annandale whisks you away from the 
everyday world. Discover a captivating 
place with its four private and secluded 
villas including an ultra-modern escape 
for couples and a fully restored 19th-

century homestead, magnificent gardens, 
a wealth of adventures waiting just 
outside your door, and Annandale’s 

hallmark farm-to-table cuisine.

� MAP 22
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- CHRISTCHURCH -

Sit back, relax and let Canterbury Trails 
take you on a personally guided  

journey of discovery and adventure. 
Centrally based in Christchurch 

Canterbury Trails provide day tours 
or multi-day tours around the South 

Island. Your professional driver/guide will 
enhance your time with local knowledge, 

history, stories and introductions to 
genuine local experiences.

� MAP 22
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- CHRISTCHURCH -

Otahuna Lodge is an exclusive retreat 
surrounded by 30 acres of its own 

botanic gardens and set in New Zealand’s 
largest and most important historic 

estate.  Situated at the base of the Banks 
Peninsula, the Lodge offers the ideal base 
to explore Canterbury’s wineries, private 
gardens, championship golf courses, and 

even the world’s rarest dolphins in nearby 
Akaroa Harbour.

� MAP 22
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- CHRISTCHURCH -

Overlooking Cranmer Square and 
close to Hagley Park, Hotel Montreal 
is Christchurch’s new luxury 5-star 

boutique hotel. 21 stylish and spacious 
junior suites, 4 family suites and an award-

winning Penthouse. European design 
meets Argentine flavours in the Polo Bar 
and Restaurant. Within walking distance 

of a myriad of bar, cafés, restaurants  
and the cultural centre of the city. 

� MAP 22
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- CHRISTCHURCH -

The George is a luxury 5-star boutique 
hotel and regarded as the best in 

Christchurch. Centrally located beside 
Hagley Park and just a five-minute walk 
to top attractions, restaurants and cafés. 
Two award-winning restaurants 50 Bistro 
and Pescatore (winner of 2HATS). Chic 

contemporary style and winner of World 
Travel Awards as Leading Boutique Hotel 

NZ for 10 years.  A member of SLH. 

� MAP 22
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- NATIONWIDE -

You’ll see so much more of New Zealand 
if you travel by train. Sit back in comfort 
and watch the spectacular scenery glide 

past through panoramic windows. Travel in 
the South Island with Coastal Pacific and 
TranzAlpine and the North Island with 
Northern Explorer. Climb aboard and 

enjoy our great Kiwi service.

� MAP 22
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- ARTHUR’S PASS -

This 4,000 acre sheep farm and nature 
reserve is a paradise for nature lovers, 
active travellers and anyone seeking to 
experience wild New Zealand. Enjoy 

stylish accommodation, excellent food 
and exciting guided nature activities. 

Hike mountain trails, spot Southern Alps 
wildlife and experience life on a working 

sheep farming.
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- WEST COAST -

Te Waonui Forest Retreat is a foray into 
New Zealand’s pristine wilderness and a 
place to relax and refresh while exploring 
the remote West Coast of New Zealand’s 

South Island. This stunning lodge-style 
hotel is enveloped by native rainforest 
amidst a World Heritage Area close to 

Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers.

� MAP 21 
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FRANZ
glacier guides
JOSEF

- WEST COAST -

Franz Josef Glacier Guides Heli Hike is 
a fantastic introduction to an enthralling 
world of ice. A short heli-hop from the 
township takes you into the remarkable 

Pinnacles area of the glacier. Here 
your guide will navigate you through a 
maze of ice and explain the dramatic 
environmental changes over the last 

few years. The Heli Hike includes 
complimentary entry into the fabulous 

Glacier Hot Pools.

� MAP 21
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- WEST COAST -

New Zealand’s premier nature lodge sits 
beside the Moeraki River surrounded by 
the rainforests of Te Wahipounamu World 

Heritage Area. Stylish accommodation, 
warm hospitality and delicious food 

complement an exciting programme of 
guided nature adventures. Hike wilderness 
seacoast, see tawaki penguins and explore 

lakes, rivers and temperate rainforest.
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- WEST COAST -

Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers are the fastest 
growing of any glaciers in the world. From above 
you can view the incredible natural phenomena, 

towering ice formations and vast size of the 
glaciers. Top it off with a snow landing and standing 
on the ancient ice of the glaciers. You can also fly 

over the Tasman Glacier on the eastern side of the 
Southern Alps and close to Aoraki/Mount Cook, 

New Zealand’s highest peak.
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- MT COOK -

Aoraki/Mount Cook was named the Cloud 
Piercer by Maori.  You’ll see for yourself on 
a flight over the Ben Ohau Mountain Range 

and peaks of the Southern Alps that surround 
this storied mountain. Your helicopter will 
manoeuvre you to an alpine vantage point 

where it’s safe for a snow landing and time to 
take it all in.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Overlooking some of the most spectacular 
scenery in New Zealand, Azur is a 

contemporary lodge consisting of nine 
private villas, all with uninterrupted views 
of the mountains and lake. Whether guests 
are looking for privacy, extreme activities, 

experiencing the local scene or the 
tranquility of being part of the nature, Azur 

is the place to stay in Queenstown.

� MAP 26
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private hotel
EICHARDT’S

- QUEENSTOWN -

The ultimate destination for those 
who want to escape and explore, this 
sophisticated hotel is surrounded by 

Queenstown’s urban comforts and has 
at its doorstep the beautiful Wakatipu 

lakefront.  With rich textures spliced with 
stone and timber accents inspired by 

local scenery, the roaring fires, expansive 
rooms, cosy nooks and discreet service 

ensures a memorable experience. 
Combining equal measures of comfort and 
opulence, all accommodations showcase 

the beauty of the area.

� MAP 26
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Be it the assured travel of a seamless 
airport transfer, a sumptuous tour 
through local wine and art culture, 

the breath-taking landscape within the 
spectacular alpine backcountry or any 
of many incredible experiences, each 

journey is uniquely personal, unwaveringly 
professional, utterly exceptional and 

entirely memorable.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Situated on the shores of the stunning Lake 
Wakatipu, this resort is only ten minutes 
from the airport and a ten minute water 

taxi from central Queenstown. A luxurious 
property where all guest rooms feature a 

cosy fireplace and balcony. Facilities include 
a lakeside restaurant, wine bar, Chinese 
restaurant, pub, café, spa & heated pool.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Lifting from Queenstown, our  
helicopters will provide you with  

stunning excursions into Fiordland or 
throughout New Zealand. View glaciers, 

waterfalls, alpine lakes and lush rainforest. 
Land in pristine locations seldom 

frequented by man. Private options can 
include, fishing, boating, hiking and biking 
making your Over The Top excursion a 

once in a lifetime experience.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

 Located in the heart of premium alpine 
resort, Sofitel Queenstown Hotel and 
Spa combines sophisticated luxury and 

exceptional service. Elegant rooms, 
suites and penthouses feature Sofitel’s 
sumptuous “MyBed”, double spa bath 

with separate rain showers, Bose sound 
systems, personal espresso machines and 

plush New Zealand possum throws.

� MAP 26
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Uncover the New Zealand of your 
imagination on a tour with Nomad 
Safaris. Enjoy the embodiment of 

Tolkien’s Middle-earth as you journey 
through Central Otago. Experience 
the beech forests and snow-capped 
peaks of Mt Aspiring National Park, 

or visit Lord of the Rings locations on 
an award-winning Safari of the Scenes 
movie location tour. Quad bike, 4WD 

or foot options available.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Located in Queenstown’s Church Lane, The  
Spire Hotel boasts luxury rooms overlooking  

St Patricks Church and Lake Wakatipu. 
Eames and Starck furnishings set a minimalist, 
contemporary feel for discerning travellers. 

Guests are spoilt for choice whether they opt 
to bunker down, explore the township or call 

upon the team to create a personalised itinerary. 
Your stay is complete with bar, restaurant and 
conference facilities for the business-minded.
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STATION
cycle trail

2 STATION

- QUEENSTOWN -

Station 2 Station Cycle Trail combines 
Queenstown’s most iconic lake cruises 
with a self-guided cycle trip alongside 

Lake Wakatipu. Travel to Mt Nicholas High 
Country Farm on Spirit of Queenstown 
Scenic Cruise, cycle to Walter Peak along 

a back country road with spectacular 
views, and return to Queenstown on 

board TSS Earnslaw.

� MAP 26
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Immerse yourself in timeless elegance 
at Hulbert House, a boutique hotel 

in Queenstown. Steeped in authentic 
history dating back to 1888, Hulbert 

House offers a truly luxurious boutique 
accommodation experience. A 2-minute 
walk into the city and all top attractions. 
Your stay includes valet parking, transfers 

to city and return, breakfast for 2, 
refreshments during the day and pre-

dinner canapes and drinks.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Fly above the dramatic landscapes and 
land high amongst the mountain peaks 
of the Southern Alps, overlooking the 

beautiful lakes and fiords of the Southern 
Lakes region - this is an experience not 

to be missed.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Consistently ranked as one of the world’s 
leading luxury hideaways, this lakeside 

alpine retreat is just 40 minutes’ drive from 
adventure hub Queenstown in the heart 
of New Zealand’s magnificent Southern 

Alps. The main lodge features lofty beamed 
ceilings, rock fireplaces and vast windows 

that frame captivating views.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

Navigate the ever-changing shallow 
channels of the glacier fed Dart River’s 

braided river system. Experience a unique 
combination of breath-taking ‘World 

Heritage’ scenery, exhilarating wilderness 
jet boating, Maori heritage and inspiring 
adventure – truly authentic discoveries 
of everything that makes New Zealand 

an exceptional destination. Choose from 
either a half-day or full-day adventure.
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- QUEENSTOWN -

In the adventure capital of New Zealand, 
Matakauri Lodge is spectacularly situated on  

Lake Wakatipu and only 7 minutes from 
Queenstown. Offering dramatic views from  

every angle of the Remarkable, Cecil and Walter 
Peak mountain ranges the lodge features 12 
suites, a 4 bedroom Owner’s Cottage and 

indulgent spa & leisure facilities.
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- FIORDLAND -

Cruise the pristine Milford or Doubtful 
Sounds to the open Sea on daytime 

or overnight cruises. Specialist Nature 
Guides will share a collection of 

insightful stories and point out the local 
wildlife. With an overnight experience, 

anchor in a sheltered cove, discover the 
shoreline by small boat or kayak with the 
passionate crew. Immerse yourself in the 
tranquillity of these isolated wilderness 

areas. Delicious meals catered by an 
on-board chef. Pack your camera for this  

unforgettable experience.
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- FIORDLAND -

Trips & Tramps are the premium 
Fiordland National Park small group and 
private touring company. Discover lofty, 
snow-capped mountains, dense ancient 
forests, glaciated valleys, and exquisite 
waterways. With a host of tours, from 
Milford Sound excursions, guided day 

walks and nature tours, Trips & Tramps 
ensure an amazing experience.
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- FIORDLAND -

Fiordland Lodge is located at the 
gateway to both Milford and Doubtful 
Sounds overlooking Lake Te Anau and 

directly opposite the Kepler Mountains. 
Accommodation comprises of 10 rooms  

in the main lodge and two separate  
self-contained loft-style log cabins outside. 

Dining is a highlight and all meals  
are served overlooking this unique  

landscape offering a memorable element  
to any guest’s stay.
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- FIORDLAND & QUEENSTOWN -

Discover a land of natural history  
and unparalleled beauty in Queenstown  

and Fiordland where every step is a  
story. From majestic mountains and  
glacial valleys to pristine lakes and  
rainforest, knowledgeable guides  

will take you closer to nature than  
ever before. 
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Routeburn Track  
Make your way on this great walk  

in Mt Aspiring & Fiordland National  
Parks. Your knowledgable guide will  
describe forest plants, pointing out  
those with medicinal benefits, and  

ensure you stop to see native birds  
that are plentiful.

Hollyford Track 
Walk amongst seals and through native 
bush to a well-appointed private lodge 

in Martins Bay. Jet boat up the Hollyford 
valley and hike through to the World 
Heritage Area that is Milford Sound

Aspiring Wilderness Experience 
Full day adventure combining a Dart River 
Wilderness trip to a secret location for 

a very gentle ascent through an exclusive 
section of Mt Aspiring National Park.
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With so many fantastic experiences awaiting in 
New Zealand, itinerary options are many and 
varied.  We have detailed just a few favourites 
on the following pages to provide we hope some 
initial inspiration. 

Southern World’s experienced Destination Specialists 
pride themselves of fashioning the perfect New Zealand 
itinerary to best suit your clients needs and interests.  
Please share with us as much information about 
your clients as possible to allow us to create a truly 
personalised New Zealand experience. Below are a few 
questions that assist Southern World’s team with the 
planning process;

WHAT WE NEED TO KNOW:
• How many days your clients have available?
• Arrival date into New Zealand, or at least an 

indicative date?
• Any particular interests they have?
• Any particular things they like and dislikes  

while travelling?
• The style and level of accommodation they prefer?
• How they like to get around (Guided, private driver, 

self-drive, fly-drive, small group)?
• An idea how active your clients are?
• If they have a budget in mind?

SAMPLE  
ITINERARIES

NORTH TO  
SOUTH DISCOVERY 

 12 Days/11 Nights

 Auckland, Rotorua, Wellington, Nelson, Queenstown

For those wanting to see the main highlights of New Zealand, but 
also get off the beaten track, this is a perfect itinerary to see as 
much as you can within 2 weeks. See the city lights and experience 
the diverse range of restaurants in Auckland, before touring 
beautiful Waiheke Island and it’s abundance of great wines, food 
and beaches. Explore the unique Maori culture and adventures in 
the Rotorua region, then onto Wellington with its arts scene and 
vibrant creative culture, recently voted the most liveable city in 
the world. In the South Island visit the sunshine capital Nelson, 
with its three national parks and laid back culture, before ending 
in Queenstown to explore the many highlights amongst New 
Zealand’s most dramatic scenery.

Day 1  Arrive Auckland, afternoon bush and beach 
wilderness experience (2 nights)

Day 2  Auckland - Waiheke Island Gourmet Experience

Day 3  Overland to Rotorua (2 nights)

Day 4  Rotorua - Maori culture, adventure or relax on a 
luxury sailing cruise

Day 5 Fly Rotorua to Wellington (2 nights)

Day 6 Wellington - Te Papa, great coffee, restaurants and  
a small city vibe 

Day 7 Ferry to the South Island, the Marlborough wine 
region and drive to Nelson (2 nights)

Day 8 Nelson - Abel Tasman National Park, cruise, walk  
or kayak 

Day 9 Fly Nelson to Queenstown (3 nights)

Day 10 Queenstown - Helicopter scenic flight to  
Milford Sound

Day 11 Queenstown - jet boat or 4WD adventure

Day 12 Depart Queenstown

Auckland
Rotorua

WellingtonNelson

Queenstown
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NEW ZEALAND  
IN STYLE

 14 Days/13 Nights

 Queenstown, Christchurch, Wellington/Wairarapa,  
 Hawkes Bay/Cape Kidnappers, Taupo

Experience a carefully selected combination of New Zealand’s top 
exclusive experiences while being looked after by expert local 
Guides. New Zealand has several of the world’s top luxury lodges, 
so we will help select the right property for your clients, as well 
as match them with unique, interactive and fun experiences that 
provide them with a true taste of our local culture.   

Day 1  Arrive Queenstown (3 nights)

Day 2  Milford Sound and Fiordland National Park 
Helicopter Private Adventure

Day 3  Local privately Guided Queenstown wine and food 
tour with a touch of adventure 

Day 4  Fly Queenstown to Christchurch (2 nights)

Day 5 Arthurs Pass or Akaroa Village & Harbour  
Private Tour

Day 6 Fly Christchurch to Wellington and scenic drive to 
the Wairarapa (2 nights)

Day 7 Wairarapa - New Zealand sheep station and remote 
coastal experience

Day 8 Private scenic drive via the Wairarapa wine region to 
the Hawkes Bay (3 nights)

Day 9 Cape Kidnappers - farm and gannet colony tour or 
world class golf experience 

Day 10 Hawkes Bay - wine, food and Maori culture  
private tour

Day 11 Private scenic drive to Taupo (3 nights)

Day 12 Taupo - free day

Day 13 Local adventure activities and/or Private Maori 
cultural experience

Day 14 Depart Taupo 

FAMILY ADVENTURE
 12 Days/11 Nights

 Auckland, Rotorua, Fiordland National Park,   
 Queenstown

New Zealand boasts world class accommodation and experiences 
that are perfect for a family and multi-generational adventure. 
Get interactive on a former America’s Cup sailing boat, taking the 
helm and on the grinders, race each other on side by side ziplines 
on Waiheke Island, raft down underground caves or kayak along 
shorelines in the remote Doubtful Sound – these are just some of 
the many adventures available in New Zealand that suit families of 
all ages and abilities.   

Day 1  Arrive Auckland, afternoon sailing experience  
(2 nights)

Day 2  Auckland - Waiheke Island with zip line adventure

Day 3  Auckland to Rotorua via Hobbiton or Waitomo 
Caves (3 nights)

Day 4  Rotorua - adventure, culture, geothermal and spa 
experiences

Day 5 Rotorua - sailing and volcanic mountain or island tour

Day 6 Fly Rotorua to Queenstown and drive to Te Anau  
(1 night)

Day 7 Doubtful Sound Overnight Cruise, Fiordland National 
Park (1 night)

Day 8 Doubtful Sound to Queenstown (4 nights)

Day 9-11 Hiking, bike trails, lake cruises, fishing, golf…
Queenstown has something for everyone!

Day 12 Depart Queenstown

Wellington/
Wairarapa

Christchurch

Taupo
Hawkes Bay/ 

Cape Kidnappers

Queenstown

Auckland
Rotorua

QueenstownFiordland National Park
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Bay of 
Islands

Queenstown

Taupo

Napier/ 
Hawke’s 
Bay

GOLFING HEAVEN
 12 Days/11 Nights

 Queenstown, Napier/Hawkes Bay, Taupo region,  
 Bay of Islands

Partner up with your golfing friends and experience some of the 
world’s best golf courses. With courses like Cape Kidnappers 
ranking in the top 20 of the world, New Zealand has an array 
of similar standard options throughout the country. Combined 
with great lodges either onsite or nearby the courses, and with a 
number of unique New Zealand experiences, Southern World can 
tailor the perfect itinerary for your clients. 

Day 1  Arrive Queenstown (3 nights)

Day 2  Queenstown - Milford Sound and remote Par 3 
Extreme Golf experience

Day 3  Queenstown - Play Jack’s Point, Millbrook or  
The Hills plus activities for the non-golfers

Day 4  Fly Queenstown to Napier and transfer to Cape 
Kidnappers (3 nights)

Day 5 Cape Kidnappers - golf or activities for the  
non-golfers

Day 6 Hawkes Bay - golf and/or a tour through the world 
class wine region

Day 7 Drive Cape Kidnappers to Taupo and play  
Kinloch Club (2 nights)

Day 8 Lake Taupo cruise or fly fishing

Day 9 Fly Taupo to the Bay Island’s and Kauri Cliffs  
(3 nights)

Day 10 Golf at Kauri Cliffs, 

Day 11 Golf and/or sailing in the beautiful Bay of Island  

Day 12 Depart Kauri Cliffs and the Bay of Islands

HIKERS PARADISE
 17 Days/ 16 Nights

 Arthurs Pass, South Island West Coast, Queenstown,  
 Hollyford Track, Abel Tasman, Tongariro

With so many great hikes to choose from, New Zealand is the 
perfect place for the active discerning traveller. As well as New 
Zealand’s well-renowned Great Walks, discover some of the lesser 
known hikes like the Hollyford Track and the Heaphy Track where 
you will experience remote ancient forests meeting rugged and 
remote coastline.

Day 1  Arrive Christchurch and drive to Arthurs Pass  
(2 nights)

Day 2  Explore Arthurs Pass National Park

Day 3  Drive to the Glacier region of the South Island’s 
West Coast (2 nights)

Day 4  South Island West Coast – Forest, coastal and glacier 
hiking

Day 5 Drive to Queenstown (1 night)

Day 6 Hollyford Track 3 day Guided Hike (2 nights)

Day 7 Hollyford Track - hike to Martins Bay

Day 8 Hollyford Track to Queenstown (2 nights)

Day 9 Routeburn Guided Day Hike or Queenstown 
adventure activities

Day 10 Fly to Nelson (1 night)

Day 11 Abel Tasman 3 day Hike or Kayak & Hike (2 nights)

Day 12 Abel Tasman National Park

Day 13 Abel Tasman to Nelson (2 nights)

Day 14 Nelson - Heaphy Track 1 Day Heli-Hike

Day 15 Fly Nelson to Taupo, drive to Tongariro National Park 
(2 nights)

Day 16 Tongariro Crossing 1 Day Guided Hike

Day 17 Depart Taupo

Hollyford 
Track

Arthur’s Pass

Queenstown

Abel Tasman

Tongariro
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FISHERMAN’S ELDORADO 
 13 Days/12 Nights

 Taupo, Nelson, Te Anau, Queenstown

Discover why New Zealand was described as a Fishermans 
Eldorado by the legendary fisherman Zane Grey. Rainbow and 
Brown Trout are plentiful and of trophy size throughout New 
Zealand, but especially in the Taupo and Nelson regions where an 
abundance of easily accessible or remote rivers are open between 
November and May. Join expert local Guides and enjoy tight lines 
on your journey around New Zealand. 

Day 1  Arrive Auckland and fly to Taupo (3 nights)

Day 2  Taupo - Fly fish the Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo 
Rivers with an expert local Guide

Day 3  Taupo - Heli-fly fish the remote rivers in the Taupo 
and Rotorua region

Day 4  Fly Taupo to Nelson and Stonefly Lodge (4 nights)

Day 5 Nelson - Fly fish the local Nelson rivers with an 
expert local Guide

Day 6 Nelson - Heli-fly fish the remote rivers in the 
Kahurangi National Park 

Day 7 Nelson - Hike, cruise and/or kayak in the Abel 
Tasman National Park

Day 8 Fly from Nelson to Queenstown and Te Anau  
(2 nights)

Day 9 Te Anau - Fly fish or a River Jet Boat Fishing Trip with 
a local Guide

Day 10 Milford or Doubtful Sound overnight cruise (1 night)

Day 11 Drive from Milford Sound to Queenstown (2 nights)

Day 12 Queenstown free day

Day 13 Depart Queenstown 

CYCLE TRAILS AND 
MOUNTAIN BIKING

 15 days/14 nights

 Rotorua, Napier/Hawkes Bay, Nelson, Queenstown

There is a huge variety of trails throughout New Zealand, with 
something for all levels of abilities and adventurous spirit. From 
extreme downhill and technical forest trails to leisurely trails 
through vineyards, Southern World will tailor an itinerary with a 
mixture of the desired bike excursions, guided or unguided, with 
other activities and experiences with the only limit being the 
number of sporting outfits you bring with you! Multi-day trails are 
also available on request.

Day 1  Arrive Auckland and fly to Rotorua (3 nights)

Day 2  Rotorua - Mountain Biking in the Redwood Forest, 
Lake Rotoiti sailing and thermal hot pools

Day 3  Rotorua - Further bike trails, white water rafting 
and/or Maori Culture experiences

Day 4  Drive to Napier via Lake Taupo with an optional 
lakeside trail ride (3 nights)

Day 5 Napier/Hawkes Bay - bike amongst the vineyards

Day 6 Cape Kidnappers Gannet Colony Safari

Day 7 Fly to Marlborough (2 nights)

Day 8 Mountain bike the Marlborough Sound or cycle the 
Marlborough vineyards

Day 9 Drive from Marlborough to Nelson (3 nights)

Day 10 Nelson - Heli-mountain bike the many downhill trails, 
or cycle the Tasman Great Taste Trail

Day 11 Hike, kayak and cruise Nelson’s Abel Tasman  
National Park  

Day 12 Fly Nelson to Queenstown (3 nights)

Day 13 Queenstown - Dart River Wilderness Safari

Day 14 Queenstown - Cruise to Mount Nicholas Station and 
bike to Walter Peak Station

Day 15 Depart Queenstown

Queenstown

Nelson

Rotorua

Napier/ 
Hawke’s 
Bay

Queenstown

Nelson

Taupo

Te Anau
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POPULATION
Located in the south-west 
Pacific Ocean, Fiji is a nation of  
approximately 300 islands of  

which about 100 are inhabited. Population  
is 890,000.

The two main Fijian Islands, Viti Levu 
and Vanua Levu, account for 87% of the 
population. The capital of Fiji is Suva, situated 
on Viti Levu. Important towns are Nadi, 
which is the location of the international 
airport, and Lautoka, which is a large seaport.

LANGUAGE
English, Fijian and Hindi  
also spoken. 

Useful words to know: 
Bula - hello, good health, to life
Yalo Vinaka (Yah low vee nar ka) - please
Vinaka (vee nar ka) - thank you
Bure (boo ray) - villa/house 

ENTRY VISAS  
FOR FIJI
Fiji welcomes visitors and to 
facilitate easy entry, everything has 

been done to make the process as pleasant 
as possible. A valid passport for at least six 
months beyond the intended period of stay 
and a ticket for return or onward travel to 
another country, which he/she is authorized 
to enter, is required.Yellow fever and cholera 
vaccinations are only required if coming 
from an infected area as designated by the 
World Health Organisation. Fiji is free from 
malaria and other major tropical diseases 
that are endemic to most tropical countries. 

MONEY
Currency is the Fijian Dollar 

(FJD) FJD 1 = 100 cents. Major Credit cards 
widely accepted.

TIPPING 
Not encouraged in Fiji. Some 

resorts accept contributions to Staff 
Christmas Fund.

TIME DIFFERENCES 
AND DAYLIGHT 
SAVINGS

Fiji is 12 hours ahead of GMT (Greenwich 
Mean Time) during months of March to 
October. and 13 hours ahead of GMT  
during the daylight savings period which is 
typically from November through to the  
end of February.

HEALTH
Fiji is free of major tropical  
diseases. No insects or land  

animals are poisonous.

ATTIRE
Casual,resort attire. A Sulu, a 
cotton wrap-around also known 

as a pareau, lavalava or sarong, is ideal and 
easily purchased in Fiji. When visiting a 
village, modest dress is required. Intense 
sunlight means strong sunscreen and a sun 
hat are highly recommended.

DRIVING
Drive on the left-hand side of 

road. Visitors with a valid home country 
driving licence are permitted to drive in Fiji.

ETHNICITY AND 
RELIGION

Multiracial, multi-cultural Christian, Muslim, 
Sikh, Hindu religion.

ELECTRICITY
Electricity is 240 AC voltage (same as 
UK, Australia and New Zealand) but 

if you come from the US you will probably 
need a convertor. Sockets are three pronged,  
the upper two prongs being angled and flat, 
the lower prong being circular.

COMMUNICATIONS
International direct dialling and 
computer facilities are readily 

available, although please note some resorts 
feature telephone-free privacy.

CLIMATE
Tropical South Seas mean humid, 
summers with tropical showers, and 
warm, drier winters.

Summer  Winter
December - March April - November.
Average maximum  Average maximum 
86Fº 79Fº
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- NATADOLA BAY -

The InterContinental Fiji Golf Resort 
and Spa is a multi award-winning Resort 

situated at Natadola Bay. The Resort 
offers a stunning beachfront setting with 
spacious guest rooms and luxury suites, 
an award-winning day spa, and the only 
PGA-endorsed golf course in Fiji. Club 

InterContinental is the epitome in luxury 
accommodation and is a hilltop oasis of 

luxury and exclusivity.

� MAP 4

INTERCONTINENTAL
FIJI

golf resort & spa
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- SIGATOKA -

The World’s First and Fiji’s Original 
Sigatoka River Safari offers all guests the 
opportunity to discover the “HEART & 

SOUL OF FIJI” when you are transported 
deep into the Fijian interior for your half 
day eco-cultural adventure. Discover Fiji’s 

Number 1 Outdoor Activity and your 
experience will be “Simply Unforgettable”.

� MAP 5

RIVER
sigatoka

SAFARI
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- SIGATOKA -

“Take the Road Less Travelled” with Fiji’s 
original off-road adventure, travelling 

deep into the lush Fijian interior aboard 
our custom built all-terrain vehicles. This 
journey is brought to life by your guides, 

who share the amazing history of Fiji’s last 
war and the natural beauty of the Naihehe 

Cave system, which was the natural 
fortress that protected its people (who 

now protect it).

� MAP 5

CAVE
off road

SAFARI
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- MALOLO ISLAND -

Award-winning, romantic haven.   
An adults-only retreat featuring Fiji’s 
only authentic over-water bures in a 
pristine lagoon and protected marine 

sanctuary. A special place where you can 
experience the true, warm welcoming 
people and culture of the Fiji Islands. 
Enjoy á la carte menus at the “Fijiana” 
restaurant. Unwind at Masima Island 

bar, immerse yourself in ancient culture; 
explore nearby islands or just relax and 

soak up the surrounding beauty.

� MAP 3

LIKULIKU
resort

LAGOON
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- VOMO ISLAND -

Vomo is a luxury private island and one 
of the most stunning in the Fiji group. 

Just 15 minutes by helicopter from Nadi 
International Airport, Vomo is home to 

28 chic newly refurbished air-conditioned 
villas and 4 stunning three or four bedroom 
private residences, exuding natural glamour 

and relaxed refinement with outstanding 
Fijian hospitality and 5 star cuisine.

� MAP 2

VOMO
Fiji

ISLAND
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- MALOLO ISLAND -

Multi award-winning, Fijian family-owned 
island paradise surrounded by golden 
coral sand beaches, azure seas and a 

protected marine reef sanctuary. Nestled 
amongst lush tropical gardens are 46 

fully air-conditioned bures offering ocean 
views amidst stylishly rustic architecture 
reflecting grand colonial times. Malolo 

offers fabulous dining and myriad facilities 
for both families and couples alike.

� MAP 3

MALOLO
resort

ISLAND
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- BEQA LAGOON-

Royal Davui Island Resort Fiji is a 
romantic paradise where guests relish 

in total comfort and privacy. This 
über-exclusive escape is situated on 
a remote hideaway atop a living reef, 
fringed by white sand beaches and 

surrounded by crystal clear turquoise 
waters. It’s a magical, adults-only 
property ideal for honeymoons, 

weddings and other dream getaways.

� MAP 6

ROYAL
island resort
DAVUI
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- RAKIRAKI -

This truly romantic Fijian private island, 
offers a luxury ‘castaway’ experience to a 
maximum of eight guests, on an exclusive-

use basis. A short cruise from Viti Levu, 
surrounded by crystal-clear waters, with 
warm and friendly Fijian staff, Dolphin 
Island presents a unique expression of 

tropical living - at its very best.

� MAP 1

DOLPHIN
ISLAND
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- SAVUSAVU -

Overlooking spectacular Savusavu Bay, 
this luxury eco-friendly resort emulates 

a traditional Fijian village and offers 
guests a unique Fiji Island Escape. Set 
amongst a marine sanctuary teeming 
with exotic sea life , this socially and 
environmentally responsible resort 

is one of the most renowned award- 
winning destinations in the South Pacific.

� MAP 7

JEAN-MICHEL
COUSTEAU

resort FIJI
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Discover world famous soft corals that surround the resort, 
with a dive trip guided by the resident marine biologist. 
Explore Fiji Culture by visiting a local village, Savusavu 

farmers market, or unwind with a swim at a remote waterfall 
set in lush rainforest. Jean-Michel Cousteau Resort Fiji is a 
romantic getaway for couples whilst at the same time being 

family friendly. Guests are sure to enjoy their stay at this 
beautiful inclusive 25 bure property.
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resort & spa
NAMALE

- SAVUSAVU -

The all-inclusive boutique  
Namale Resort & Spa features  

luxury accommodation with authentic 
Fijian design set amidst a breathtaking 

tropical setting. Namale specializes 
in distinctive experiences, offering 

world-class cuisine; an award-
winning oceanview spa; an array of 

complimentary activities such  
as snorkeling, motorized  
watersports, and more. 

� MAP 8
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- LAUCALA ISLAND -

Laucala Island is a paradise gem located 
in Fiji. This exclusive private island is set 
amidst breath-taking natural beauty. True 
luxury is appreciated in the privacy of 25 
spacious villas and freedom to experience 
a kaleidoscope of activities including golf, 
spa, yachts, submarine and more. The 85% 

self-sustainable resort prides itself by 
offering produce raised and grown on the 

island in its 5 dining venues.

� MAP 9

LAUCALA
ISLAND
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VITI LEVU EXPLORER 
 7 Days/6 Nights 

 Nadi, Natadola Bay, Sigatoka River,  
 Malamba Bay, Moomi Bay

Viti Levu is often referred to as the ‘mainland’ and is the largest 
island of Fiji with the highest number of residents. It has two 
international airports, Nadi International Airport and a second 
smaller airport near Suva. You’ll hear a lot about the Coral Coast 
- this is a beautiful stretch on the western side of Viti Levu with 
gorgeous beaches and resorts, a popular area for travellers.

Day 1  Arrive Nadi. By way of a private transfer to 
Intercontinental Fiji, visit the Sigatoka Sand Dunes or 
visit Fiji’s only wildlife park, the Kula Eco Park, where 
you can hold snakes and iguanas!

Day 2 Enjoy the pristine Natadola Beach for a snorkel trip 
or even a horse ride along arguable Fiji’s finest beach

Day 3 Enjoy a day trip to include the Sigatoka River Safari, 
a must do Fijian Experience into the hearts & soul of 
Fiji aboard custom built safari jet boats. This evening 
we suggest a cultural dinner cruise to Robinson 
Crusoe Island

Day 4 Explore, relax or enjoy a round of golf at the 
adjoining Natadola Bay Championship Golf Course 
- Fiji’s best. This evening experience a gourmet Fijian 
dinner at Navo Signature Restaurant

Day 5 Day trip to Malamala Beach Club 

Day 6 Today we suggest a visit to Zip Line Fiji to challenge 
yourself and feel the rush of adrenalin and whoosh 
over 16 giant zip lines high above the canyon into 
Fiji’s largest cave at Momi Bay

Day 7 Private transfers to Nadi Airport and depart Fiji

In the heart of the South Pacific, Fiji is made up 
of over 300 island that are home to some of the 
friendliest people in the world. 

With a great selection of beautiful properties spread 
throughout the many islands, our Fiji based team of 
Destination Specialists will assist you in selecting the best 
island or combination of islands for your client’s itinerary. 
With a friendly Fijian welcome and 24 hour back-up and 
assistance from our customer care team, we can assist in 
ensuring your clients embrace the stress free nature of Fiji.

Fiji is an excellent standalone destination, but also 
combines easily with New Zealand or Australia as  
Air New Zealand, Fiji Airways and Qantas have regular  
flights connecting Fiji with New Zealand, Australia 
and North America. We have detailed a number of Fiji 
itineraries to assist with your planning, but please also  
ask us about combing a New Zealand or Australia stay 
with a Fiji stopover.

SUGGESTED  
ITINERARIES

Nadi

SigatokaNatadola 
Beach

Malamala 
Island

Robinson 
Crusoe 
Island
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PURE ISLAND PARADISE  
 8 Days/7 Nights 

 Nadi, Mamanuca Islands, Likuliku Lagoon,  
 Naivaka Beach, Yaro, Slevu, Monuriki 

The Mamanuca Islands are Fiji’s most popular and easy to reach 
islands with crystal clear waters offering guests the perfect  
tropical escape. Likuliku Lagoon Resort is an adults only haven  
of subtle luxury and only resort in Fiji with authentic over  
water-bures. It is a unique and special place amidst a pristine  
and natural environment, embraced by the renowned warmth  
of the Fijian people.

Day 1  Arrive Nadi. From Nadi Airport transfer directly 
by helicopter to Likuliku Island with stunning views 
of the mainland and Mamanuca Islands. Enjoy a 
Fijian welcome ‘island style’ and be guided to your 
overwater bure

Day 2  Snorkel the azure, crystal clear waters of Likuliku 
Lagoon or visit the island’s sacred sites

Day 3  Enjoy non-motorised watersports : stand-up paddle 
boarding, kayaking, sailing and wind surfing. Hike to 
Jona’s lookout or walk along beautiful Naivaka Beach

Day 4  Relax and enjoy this stunning resort of embark on a 
fishing excursion or island hopping trip around other 
nearby Mamanuca Islands

Day 5  Enjoy a totally private sandbank or beach champagne 
picnic, or visit the local villages of Yaro and Solevu

Day 6  How about a jet ski safari to the nearby island of 
Monuriki , or perhaps parasailing, water skiing or 
wake boarding

Day 7  Experience Tatadra Spa - specializes in traditional 
and local therapies. Enjoy Meke and Lovo dinner this 
evening

Day 8  Take a fast catamaran, private speedboat, seaplane 
ride or helicopter back to Nadi and depart Nadi 
Airport

THE BEST OF DENARAU 
AND DAVUI ISLAND’S 

 9 Days/8 Nights 

 Denarau Island, Beqa Lagoon 

45 minute’s drive from Nadi Airport, Denarau Island is the largest 
integrated resort in the South Pacific and features excellent hotels, 
activities, shopping and a wide range of restaurants where you will 
experience some of the best dining Fiji has to offer. Royal Davui 
Island Resort is an exclusive adults-only sanctuary situated in the 
spectacular Beqa Lagoon offering a level of luxury, elegance and 
privacy unique to a smaller and more private Fijian resort.

Day 1  Arrive Nadi and travel 45 minutes by private car to 
Denarau Island. Relax by the pool or explore the 
many highlights Denarau Island offers

Day 2  This morning your private guide will accompany 
you to famous ‘Garden of the Sleeping Giant’ and an 
authentic Fijian Village, Nadi town’s local market and 
the Nadi Temple 

Day 3  Relax and enjoy your Denarau Resort

Day 4  Many options are available today including an inland 
Island Cave Safari Adventure, snorkelling with the 
sharks or stunning waterfall walk and Zip Line 
Adventure

Day 5  This morning make your way by helicopter, or 
floatplane & launch to the stunning Royal Davui.  
Island Resort. This afternoon try paddle boarding or 
sea kayaking

Day 6  Private sand quay picnic or guided snorkelling tour. 
Cocktails in the Banyan Bar

Day 7  Visit the spa or escape to your private plunge pool. 
Try dining under the stars this evening

Day 8  A magnificent resort to sit back and unwind 
surrounded by the crystal clear waters abundant 
with soft corals, caves and marine life

Day 9  Helicopter transfer directly from Royal Davui to 
Nadi Airport and depart Fiji

Nadi Nadi
Monuriki

Likuliku 
LagoonSigatoka

Beqa 
Lagoon
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